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SEVEN TEACHERS
SHY IN M'CRACKEN

aburab tinnitiv

•
WEATHER FORECAST.

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. JULY 25 1907.

GEN. TYLER SAYS
HE HAS HIS DATA

10 CENTS PER WEEK

OH, YES, BRYAN IS WILLING.

NO INJUNCTION
IN BOYLE CASE

•••=r

4

Superintendent Billington a
Loss to Supply

Will Secure Affidavits Front
Southern Refugees

Has Little Hope of SUpplying Deficfencer By the August Extuni•
nation.

Intends To Clinch Point That Memphis Matron. Was a Union
Sympathizer.

EIGHT

Siete'F.t*HeIlL

IN

JULY

Mayor's Revocation of License
Good in Circuit Court
Attorneys Pray Appeal and Sue Out
Writ of Prohibition for Police
Judge,

VETERAN IS EAGER IN EilEARCII.

IS RESTRAINED TWENTY DAYS.

McCracken county cannot supply
General H. A. Tyler, who is In PaAttorneys for Hugh Boyle saloon
ducah to vindicate himself in
her schools with teachers, and ina
Partly cloudy and probably local stand taken in a controversy regardkeeper at Fourth and Kentucky avestructors will have
be brought
front other counti s. Supt. S. J. thiundetstorms tonight and Friday ing the alleged banishment of Mrs.
nue, whose injunction to _restrain
Billington announced
v that he continued warm. Highest tempera- T. J. Latham, now of Memphis, from
Mayor Yeiser from revoking his liture
yesterday 100; lowest, 78.
Paducah, in August, 1865, by Union
lacked seven of having a sufficient
cense, was dissolved this morning by
soldiers, is slowly fortifying himself
number of teachers to fill his schools,
Judge Reed, in the circuit court, are
----behind a breastwork of affidavits and
and he life) little confidence in the
making a desperate effort to save his
HEART PIERCED.
statements, from some of the oldest
last examinations for certificates in
license for him, and prevent his prosChicago,
July 25.— Mrs.
residents of the city, who remember
August to- supply the deficiency.
ecution for retelling liquor without a
Emanuel Bloom was stabbed to
details of the banishment. He is eager
Sheauld seven applicants pass, they
license, warrants, charging him with
death early this morning in her
in
his
work.
been
sir,
"Yea
I
!lave
would not be eligible to teach, bewhich, have been sworn out by Chief
home. Her husband told the
successful
in securing
the desired
cause they did not attend the instiof
Police Collins.
police he returned home after
--e_-.—
information," he declared
today.
'>•...e:-.eee,
tute, as is provided by law. The re--•-fieee ee....
midnight and foundhiswifelying
-.-.-:-,. +T.: '
...'-•.....7:,---,-- _
writ of prohibition directed to
shall
work,
I
when
my
"and
finish
....
sult will be that Superintendent Bile
— ...,.....4...z.,--,7:;.
.4,-t-:t. - in a pool, of blood. A carving
Judge Cross, to prevent his hearing
have some interesting facts to relate.
Ington will have to take teachers
1*-z
--":
'`=-•:1
i
t
.,',.
knife, which had been forced
the case of selling without a license
I have beenebusy seeing old residents,
from elsewhere, being eligible by
--through her heart, was found on
and an appeal to the court of apand have secured the statements of
holding a certificate and
showing
a tab/e fifteen feet away. Bloom
peals from Judge Reed's decision in
several who know about the affair,
that they attended an institute in
disappeared and was found unthe injunction proceedings, are both
^- s`• --and the evidence in My favor is oversome other county.
conecious in the yard. He said
being sued out today, and
whelming. I contend that Mrs. T. J.
mean"I shall do this," stated Supt
he jumped from the porch to
Mother, may I go n to swim?
while Judge Reed is continuing the
Latham was not banished from PaHang
your
clothes
a
hickory
on
limb,
Billington. "en order to give Mcend his life. He is now in a
ducah, but was a 'Union sympathizer,
temporary- restraining order 20 days,
Yes, my darling daughter;
But don't go near the water.
Cracken county applicants the preflidspital, semi-conscious, under
and I ant preparing to prove It.
to allow counsel time to get the ap—Bartholomew In Minneapolis JournaL
erence and advantage. I shall say
There are five survivors of the entir,
police. guard.
peal before one of the justiees of the
If any one is successful in examina•
number of women banished and I feel
court of appeals at chambers.
tions held in August, whieh will be
assured that I will secure a statement
NO MILITARY.
Accepting as true Mayor Yeiser's
be the last, I shall let him teach if
from each to bear me out."
Duluth, July 25.—Governor
affidavit and answer that he revoked
he attends an institute in some other
General Tyler secured a statement
Johnson is on the Iron ranges
Boyle's license 60 seconds after his
county."
totley from one resident who was a
today investigating the condiconviction in police court of Sunday
ftueceseful Applicants.
boy and with his mother when she
tions and says there is nothing
selling, Judge Reed said he could
Out of a class of eleven examined
was banished. He remembers, he
apparent, %Inch would justify
not well restrain the mayor from dolast week, eight were successful.
says, of those in the party and Genhim in calling out troops. Appeal
ing something he had already done,
Louisville, Ky., July 25. (Special.) i mateeirtill be president of the upper
They are Claude Shemwell, .Pearl
stateman's
this
that
eral Tyler says
was made by strikers to the govsince the appeal was not perfected
board, and Harry Wiergman, head of
Miles, J. W. Hughes, Annabel Ackment bears him out in his conten- --The new members of the general
ernor to enforce the saloon
and the temporary restraining order
,
the
Central
Methodist
Publishing
er, Gertie Nicholson, Joe Lamb, Gracouncil, appointed
Governor
by
tion.
laws.
issued until an hour after the revocompany, will be president of the
cie Hughes and Clifton Rives.
"I shail be in your city for some Beckham to take the places of those
cation. Judge Reed held valid the
lower board. One fact, causing comwork
my
finish
shall
and
yet,
time
FRENCH RIOT.
:•ecently deposed by judgment of the ment, is that there are four underordinance. authorizing the mayor to
Jap Toner Finds His Boy:
before I leave," he said. "I shall ,eturt of appeals, were
Perpignan, France, July 25.—
t evoke saloon licenses and dented the
announced
takers
among
the
new
councilmen,
When Jap Toner, secretary of the
have every statement drawn up in today.
Many civilians were injured
petitioner's contention that service
John D. Otter, a commission land a maker of monuments.
Charity club, yesterday advertised
settle this
will
and
form,
affidavit
.when the police prevented a
of notice Of Intention to apply for an
for a good boy of about,16 years
and for all, and to
once
controversy
riot here today. It is feared a
injunction was sufficient to restrain
and
who had no people and desired-to be
myself
of
the satisfaction
biody fight
between
the mayor under the circumstances.
citizens
..eeeted, he found hint almost in a
friends."
and the Twenty-fourth colonial
All these points will be brought beDEATH WAS IN STORE FOR RINI.
jiffy; and in the hospital, too. Louis
regiment may occur any time.
fore the court of appeals at the hear.
Cathey is his name, and he wilt be
Much feline exists between the
lug. Attorneys Hal Coebett and EuAdopted by the mother of Dr. J. 'e
citizens and soldiers.
yene Graves, for Boyle, say they are
Gilbert. Dr. Gilberes mother and
-Climbing from c telephone pole certain to establish the unconstitutwo sisters reside oe a spacious
APPOINTMENTS.
Boise, Judy 25. —Clarence Dar- I charge to the jury, which is short, is James Thornton, a Horne Telephone tionality of the ordinance, authorizfarm in Logan county, and want a
Oyster Bay. July 25.—Presirun- ing the mayor to revoke saloon lirow closed his address for the de-i ready and lite jury probably will re- company lineman, stepped a
young boy to do light chores. Young
dent Roosevelt made these aptense in the Haywood case this morn- tire by noon tomorrow. The general away and saved Guy Clark, a six year censes.
Cathey came from Danville, Tenn
pointments today: James G.
Theobold Peters, charged with Mg and Senator Borah Sred the last opinion is there will
As soon as Judge Reed announced
be a disagree- old boy, from death under the wheels
Is an orphan and for several .weeks
Bailey, Kentucky, to be secreliquor without a license at .hot for the prosecution. The judge's Ment.
selling
of a grocery delivery wagon last eve- his decision they prayed an appeal
washed dishes on the steamer Dick
tary to the legation at CopenEleventh and Broadway, was fined
ning about 7 o'clock on Tennessee and asked for continuance of the
Fowler. He was taken ill and forced
hagen,
Denmark:
$50 and costs in each of two cases
Norman
street near Sixteenth street. A mad- restraining order for 20 days which
to go to Riverside hospital. He will
Hutchinson, California, secreagainst him In the police court this
dened horse was tearing down the
rte granted. The writ of prohibition
go to Logan eoerty to live on 'he
tary to the legation and consul
morning. Several witnesses introstreet with the little fellow clinging will be sued out In the circuit court.
farm as soon as he is able to 7.1
general in Roumania, Servia.
duced by the prosecution swore that
desperately to the foot board. Justi
the hospital.
the liquid, known as "Pale Ale," and
beyond lay the railroad tracks, and
WOMAN HANGSD.
Haute
manufactured by the Terre
had the horse reached them it would
Little Damage at Night Eire.
Moscow, July 25—Another exBrewing company, was intoxicating
doubtless have shaken the boy off.
Fire, discovered
in
the boiler
ecution of a woman
Terrorist
Some were not positive as to its inDorrel Ford, 8 years old, son of
Frankfort, ley .Jue e5—(Specealt deleg‘ces
l'aducah
parte:.
on
the
room of the Fowler-Wolfe Sheet
took place today, when Mine.
declared
toxicating qualities, but
list are John L. Webb, Luke Russell J. P. Ford. the grocer of 1704 Ten—Upon
request
of
management
the
Metal Works last night, did little
Fromkina, accused of several
that it. was beer, judging. from the
and J. C. Porter, Edward 0. Leigh, nessee street with Guy Clark, the
damage. Mr. Wolfe was upstairs
attempted assassinations, was, taste. Peters' attorneys this morn- of the Tennessee Home coming to be
the
governor's secretary, and Rid six-year-old son of Massine Clark, of
and noticed the light and ran in the
hanged here. Efforts were made
There is nothing that the average
ing introduced several witnesses who held at Nashville September 23 to 27, Reed, of the secretery of state's of- 727 Goebel avenue, had been deliverroom. Before the fire department
to induce her to ask clemency,
swore they drank several bottles of Governor Beckham has appointed 12 fice, are also appointed.
ing goods in the early evening, and boy or girl enjoys more than a pity
arrived Mr. Wolfe fought the fire
but she refused.
the liquid and felt no stimulating
had started home, when at Twelfth rile in the woods, and no matter how
with buckets of water and held it in
effects. Peters' attorneys will appeal
and Ohio streets, the horse frighten- warm the day is it is an easy
matter
check. The loss is estimated
PLEADED GUILTY.
at
the ease.
ed and became unmanageable. The to collect a crowd of young
folks for
$ te0. The plant is running today
New York, July 25.—Chester
Ford boy was driving, and a quick an outing In the woods
The Rev.
Before being checked the tire caught
B. Runyan, former teller of the
turn of the wagon threw him out.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
and Mrs. R. W. Childs, appreciating
Windsor Trust, company, from
a shed of the H. A. Petter Supply
Spectators expected to see
:MAYFIELD TRIP lit OFF.
his the keen pleasure of such
which he stole $98,000, today
outings
company, and water was thrown on
neck broken, but he arose and ran for the youngsters who
have little
pleaded guilty to an indictment,
some piping, but no damage rethe
after
flying
horse.
opportunity for enjoyini them have
Owing to the fact that the Mayfield
charging grand larceny, In the
sulted
The little Clark boy clung desper- made it an annual practiceweo
Water and Light company had troufirst &sore, and was remanded
take
ately to the foot board. Spectators out three or four hundred
ble with its water supply last reght,
for sentence. The maximum
children
Baby Left in Basket.
shut
their
eyes
when
the
horse neared every year, and with the assistance
Knights of Pythias
the Paducah
penalty is ten years'.
An Infant ,boy, several days old,
the railroad tracks, realizing the of the people who take an
were notified by telephone today,
interest in
was left on. the front porch of the
possibilities of a fatal accident. The their charity
that it would be impossible to put on
KOSHER RIOT.
work
have always
Home of the Friendless Tuesday
lineman
was
on
top
of
a
pole
stereopticon,
repairso
the degree work with
made great success of this feature.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 23.—
night and found by the matron the
ing an "emergency case," when he This year will be no exception
the contemplated trip to Mayfield
Smashing windows, and hurling
to the
following morning. He was lying in a
realized at a glance the boy's posi- general rule, and the picnic
was postponed. A telephone message
the entire Mock of Kosher meat
Kentucky, e,pecially the western
will be
basket netetly wrapped with quilting,
Hucksters
giving
been
have
Marc
tion. He literally ran down the pole given August 6. As the
from May-field to The bun this afterdealers into the street, and soakweather is
portion, is pouring train after train ketmaster Bell trouble the past few
and it a healthy condition. No note
and threw himself in the way of the warm, and soliciting is a hard
noon, said the water was turned on
ing the meat with oil, after fietask.
Was left In the basket. The Home has
load
of
coal
the
Into
south, and busi- weeks in their endeavor to corner' horse, stopping the animal a few Mrs. Chiles, who
this morning at 10 o'clock and there
verely beating many persons,
attends to this
no nursery nor facilities for caring
ness at this season was never better. certain vegetables. The law prohibits feet east of the railroad traeks
Is plenty.
whip sought to buy most in delifeature of the work, has requested
for infants, and desires to find
a
Illinois Central railroad officials de- hucksters buying until after 7 o'clock
alive of their wishes, mobs of
The Sun to ask all those who will
place for the boy In some private
clare
that
amount
the
of
but
coal
some
being
meet the wagons early in
thousands of women swept the
donate something for the picnic to
family.
mined and handled by the road, is the morning and see what vegetables
Jewish quarters today. They
telephone her or Mr. Chiles at the
beyond their ('xpectations. The Gra- were scarce, and then as soon as poswere finally routed by a largo
mission at once. ,
Concrete Plant Machinery.
ham mines are putting out 1540 cars sible buy all the vegetables of a limforce of police, who made many
Five hundred dollars' worth of
ited
quantity,
boost
f
and
coal a day. The Luverne mines
the price.
arrests. Increase in the prices
new machinery has been received for
Corn has been scarce and the MILTare putting out about 1480 cars per
caused the trouble.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot's concrete
lay, and other mines are, working in ketmaster has kept a close eye on this
sewer pipe plant on South Sixth
Good tobacco sales were held yes- proportion. The cars have to be product.. Beans, apples, and peaches,
Tie carriers at Joppa, Ill., struck
MURDERER HANGED.
street. Delay in starting up in the
terday by A. N. Veal, salesman for moved, and it is taxing officials to haveeithso been scarce and the price yesterday for an increase In wages.
Towanda, Pa.. July 25. —
new location, in the Dogwood facCharltei Johnson was hanged In
the Dark Tobacco Growers' associa- their utmost to handle the businese has been well Maintalned. It Is diffi- The Ayer-Lord Tie company unloads
tory, was caused by the absence of
cult for the marketmaster to watch their barges at Brookport and this
the Jail yard here today for the
tion. Many farmers were present and This morning there were fnur freight
water connection, which was put in
The funeral of Col. Will S. Hays
murder of his Oster-in-law,
sections of the morning Fulton-bou- all the hucksters at once, but he has week gave the carriers an increase
all expressed satisfaction with
the
last week.
Mrs. Bigler Johnson, and her
accommodation
passenger about broken up the practice of cor- of one-fourth rent for each tie un- was conducted at the First Presbylaville
gales. Lugs sold from $6 to $R
loaded, ,
carriers for the compa- terian church at 3 o'clock this aftertrain. Each section will bring back nering goods.
Humane Officer.
hogshead. About 2r o hogshe-ads of a
nies, unloading at Joppa, went on a noon. This was made necessary on
strain. Because of this big
Butner Keller and Columbus Great
strike for an increase, too. No set- account of the fact that the Second
IRISH STRIKE,
good leaf were sold and the price bu
six flagmen were promoted
colored, charged with tying a block
Belfast, Ireland, July 25.—
tlement had been affected last night Presbyterian church, of which Col
more
this
conductors
week,
and
to
$8
from
to
ranged
$13. Of these 100
to a cow's neck and 'causing her to
and It had not been learned today Hays was a member, is closed
With ZOO p(olleetnen on the
will doubtless follow,
for
hogsheads
between
sold
$10
,$13,
and
fall and break her back, were tried
very*. of Joining a strike they
what steps had been taken.
repairs. The services were conductThe tobacco was of many excellent
by Magistrate Emery yesterday at
are trying to quell, because they
ed by the Rev. Charles R.. Hemphill
ternoon and the decision held up ungrades, and buyers bid sharply.
have been denied additional pay
and Dr. J. Sproule layens. The musitil more evidence can he secured by
for extra work, and the striker,
cal program includes two of the
Cairo, Ill.. July 25.— J R Fisher,
the defense this afternoon. Hultetne
MASONS AND ODD FELLOWS
at Willie teme resorting to viosongs composted by Col Hays that he
an Illinois Central engineer, was
Officer Jap Toner had the warrant
lence, Belfast faces it crisis toHOU/ MEETING AT IA/WER
had. always requested to be sung at
issued.
found unconscious at the throttle of
day. Many crafts are on a strike
his funeral. Both are familler to the
and today are attempting to stop
Saturday at Lowes a big picnic and
his engine between here and Mounds,
The moon went into partial eclipse churches of various denominations
harhecue will be given by the Mason
all traffic.
Only thirteen Pass 'Consular Exams.
Lohe Oak, July 25- - (Special) -- having been overcome .by heat. His last flight, beginning shortly before in the city, having been sang for
Washington. July 25.--- The state
and Odd Fellows. Prominent.speak- W. B. MCKinney, It farmer residing fireman noticed that the train was
9 o'clock and beginning erecession many years since their composition
detairtmentcloday mede public the
ern of the order and others from weeFATHER HERRING.
was overcome with heat fate running past crossings without slow- about 10 o'clock. At one time, when by quartets and choirs.
examination
of
requite of the recent
25.—Through
teem Kentucky will make speeches. reaterdar afternoon
Berlin, ,July
while picking ing up, and later noticed that Fisher the eclipse was at its beet, the moon
The songs, "Save One Bright
the candidates for appointment for
Representatives from the Dark To- blackberries In a field. Dr. R. C. was about to fail out of the cab winthe death of Father Erasmus
was three quartets; covered. By Crown for Me" and "Enter In," were
the consular service, for which 64
Herring, 79 yearn old, the world
berm
Growers'
association
will Gore was called and soon revived dow. He immediately stopped the 11:30 o'clock it had
gotten well rendered by a special choir, and
men were designated. Thirty-eight
speak on crop conditions. Prepare- him,
has lost ite greatest linguist.
train, and Flatlet was placed aboard away from
shadow.
Hundreds
the
'of Prof. George Selby, a life-long friend
exAmination,
and only
presented for
Veils have been made for an 1IntnellSe
Father Herring was master of
another engine and brought to Cairo Paducathans RAW It, being up and out of Col
Hay's has charge of the music
n passed, receiving the required 88 modern and ancient loincrowd. Probably many from this city
over,
the
as
fast
as
possible. Doctors tonight of doors last night, because of the
annual
Takes tbe world
The burial was In Cave Hill cememark of $O.
will
attend.
Say that lye will reeover.
.iliwoW40average rainfall Is 64) inches.
excessive heat.
tery.

„...;/
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Governor Properly Attends to
HEROIC LINEMAN
Obsequies of Louisville Machine SAVES BOY'S LIFE
Clambers Down Pole and Intercepts Runaway, While
Youth Clings in Terror to
Dashboard of Wagon

End of Haywood Case at Last
THEO. PETERS FINED
in Sight---Judge Instructs Jury
FOR SELLING LIQUOR

Padvcahans Named on Commission
To Tennessee Home Coming Week

PICNIC PLANNED FOR
- CHILDREN OF THE POOR

MUCH COAL IS SHIPPED
MARKET MASTER TRIES
SOUTH FROM THE MINES
TO PREVENT COMBINES

Illinois Central Railroad is Shrewd Hucksters Buy up a' 11
Kept Busy Handling the
Scarce Vegetables and
Enormous Output
Fix Prices to Suit
•

NEARLY THREE HUNDRED
HOGSHEADS OF TOBACCO

TIE CARRIERS STRIKE
FOR INCREASED WAGES

FUNERAL OF W. S. HAYS
HELD THIS AFTERNOON

ENGINEER PROSTRATED
RUNNING INTO CAIRO

LONE OAK FARM ER IS
STRICKEN BY SUN'S RAYS

ECLIPSE OF THE MOON
WITNESSED LAST NIGHT

•

f:.

E wiCtilISION RATES

id&itotacrnctia Aakiz
ectoLtrcl
cm& eiteatx)

GLIDDEN TOUR

WILL cONTINrE IN POLICY OF CAME TO END AT .EW
YORE
1
CENTRAL RAILROADS.
CITY '1F,STERDAY.

II

•

ALL

Decision Made Not to Abandon the Buffalo Club Holds Trophy for PerSpecial Inducements to Travelceutago--Tie for Runabout
ing Public Under New Law.
Cup.

e'rg•
6-1. 'tear riii$4- 190.
r
tzw;
a
'MAL—Oak,

you a4,e 44-o5zin out with Me
oea'tying ocetot 44-ok4 oi the day,do
you oish to Jit down and Pty to 5tat
on hot oed eltai4s and settees? Me
eontes 14)1,ough niee 'teed p)tnitu51,e and it
eooe and ea4y to
keel3 eeean, lesidxs 'teed ti'l,n,iftit31,e
is good the yea-It 34,own4. may it
not ge oeee (,51, you to guy Mi4
petnitu3te while you ea n get it
tioni us ehealsey?
youks Pluey)
44theA

HMS

Everyone should take a tonic in dig Spring; their systems require it. The blood has
become thick and sluggish with the arcumulations left in the system from breathing the
impure air of closed rooms and overheard buildings; the heavy, rich foods of the Winter
season, etc., and when this vital fluid is aroused- and stirred to quicker actiov by the return
New York, July 25.—Policy of
New York, July 25.—The fourth ef wanner weather, these waste matters and poisons are distributed through the circulation,
granting railroad excursions in Ohio, annual Glidden cup tour of the Amer
depressingly and injuriously on the system. The blood being in this unnatural and
Indiana and Illinois will be continued lean Automobile association aggre- to act
condition is unable to furnish the body with the proper amount of nourishment and
impure
This was decided at a meeting of gating 1,70,0 miles from Cleveland,
representatives of the trunk lines Ohio, to the Atlantic coast cities, by strength, and the system suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness,indig'estion, loss of
concerned today. Recent legislation way of Chicago, and covered in appetite,
and many other unpleasant symptoms of a disordered blood circulation.
in these states fixed the maximum twelve days, was completed yesterdepleted system must have assistance; it needs a tonic and it is important that the
The
passenger rate at two cents per mile day. The run from Philadelphia to
and it has been thought that the ratl- Jersey City-96 miles--was covered proper one be selected. When the health is in this,, disordered condition it is not safe to
roads might retaliate by making the in five and a half hours. The entire take unknown concoctions,sarsaparillas,ete.,
Your S. S. S., in my opin!on, is as good a medicine as
maximum also the minimum rate, so party arrived in Jersey City at 12:34)
because they usually contain potash or can be had; it simply cannot be improved upon as a
as to abandon frequent excursions. o'clock and crossed to Manhattan.
to purify and enrich the blood and to invigorate
other strong mineral ingredients which act remedy
Following the meeting President UnAlthough several women started
and tone up the syatem. This spring my blood was bad
unfavorably
dangerously
derwood, of the Erie load, said:
and often
on the and I was run down in health, and having Been your
from Cleveland, the only one to finmedicine htghly aciverti3ed I oCesimenoed its use To-day•
"Fall excursions are a big feature ish with the party is Mrs. Andrew run-down, weakened system, at a time when
iity blood is in fine condition and my general health is of
in these states. Big excursions run Cuneous.
it needs gentle and natural stimulation to t e best. Am fIllag position as fireman for a large conNineteen cars completed the run
to camp meetings, country fairs and
here, and if I was not In good physical condition it
impuraies and recuperate its cern
harvest horse celebrations. The ques- with perfect scores. Twelve others throw off the
would be isapessible for me to fill the place. Your S.S S.
A great deal is being said has been of great seryice to me and I do not hesitate to
tion arose whether it would not be had percentages ranging from 997 lost energy.
WM. F. VAN DYKE.
it the credit it deserves.
well to discontinue the special low down to 295.
these days about living close to nature, and give
815 Fifth St., Beaver Falls, Penn..
excursion rates and put in operation
G. S. Smith, of Philadelphia, and
it is more applicable to medicines', perhaps,
the maximum two cents as the law H. K. Sheridan, of Cleveland, are
anything else. Nature has provided a remedy for all the ills of mankind,and medicines
than
tied
provides. In past excursion
for the Howell runabout cup.
rates
have been considerably below
two The Buffalo club, the holder, again made from nature's vegetation act better in every way than do the strong mineral mixtures
cents. It was decided, however, not won the trophy for the club percent- which are the products of. the chemist's or apothecary's shop.
to change the present methods, as age.
The greatest of all tonics is S. S. S. It is made entirely of the roots, herbs and barks
each railroad beiug allowed to make
forests and fields, selected for their purifying and health restoring qualities; and as
the
of
whatever rates it may choose for this
Both In Want.
it does not contain the slightest trace of mineral III any form-it is especially adapted for a
class of traffic."
systemic remedy, one that is absolutely safe for young or old. S. S. S. acts directly on
the blood, ridding it of any and all impurities and poisons, and restoring the lost properties
of rich, nutritive strength so that it is enabled to supply to the system the heatliful, invigorating energy needed to pass this trying season of the year. Its action is the most prompt,
pleasant'and satisfactory of all tonics
National League,
blood purifiers, and those who are
and
No games scheduled.
$1,000 FOR PROOF, beginning
to feel the need of a medicine to fortify the system against the
American League,
THAT S. S. 5. IS NOT unpleasant conditions that come with
RHE
Pleladelphia
3 9 1
Spring,will do well to.coinmence its use
Chicago
1 4 1
PURELY VEGETA
at once. It will not only tone up the
Batteries—Waddell and Schreck;
Patterson and Sullivan.
system, but will remove any taint or
humor that may be in the blood and thus prevent an outbreak of Eczema,Tetter Salt Rheum
R
or other rash or eruption of the skin. S. S. S. restores lost energy, relic-yes that
'all worn our,
Boston
4 1 1
feeling,
quiets
tired
appetite
the
nerves
helps
the
food,
imparts
and
for
relish
and in every
a
Detroit
3 6 3
way adds tone and vigor to the entire system, and prepares *it for the depressing Summer
Batteries— Tannehill and Criger;
Donovan and Payne.
months that are to follow.
Local Politician—Of course trade's
In selecting your tonic for this year do not be led into believing that others are "just as
bad. What we want is more real
RH E
live men to wake things up a bit.
good,"
but get S. S. S., THE GREATEST OF ALL TOMOS, an.d one that for more than
Washington
6 11 1
Monumental Mason—What I want is forty years has been recognized as such. It is Nature's tonic, absolutely pure and safe, and
St. Louis
5 8 1
snore real dead uns.—Sketch.
Batteries-- Patton and Warner;
reliable in every way. S. S. S. is for sale at all first-class drug stores.
•
Morgan and Stevens.
Two Cents Rate in Effect.
THE SWIFT SPEC:FIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
Colonel John Donovan, agent for

BASEBALL NEWS

airLE

4

R H E
New York
.
7 12 5
Cleveland
6 13 3
Batteries— Chesbro and Kleinow,
Joss, Barnhardt, Liebhardt
and
Clark.

THINK
OF WHAT IT
MEANS
Not to have any fire to build '
every morning.
Not to have any coal to carry.
No to have any ashes to remove.
Not to have any worry.

COOK WITH GAS
AND BE COOL

the Illinois Central, has received authority to self tickets to Chicago with a tow of empty barges
Adventures of a Nickel.
for Loureturned by J. E. Findlay, auditor of
from Paducah at a 2 cent rate, mak- isville.
Jeweler William FL Williams, of the Trinidad Electric Railway coming the fare $7.33 instead of $10.94.
The C.‘
11. Pate was let off thn dry this city, sixteen years ago engraved pote. In ack'nowledging its receipt
Passengers may go
via Cairo or
docks yesterday afternoon and is re- his name and address on the edge of Mr. William; sent a handsome stickBrook port.
ceiving the finishing touches today a new niekel,and it went into general pin to the cashier of the company.,
from the painters' brush. It was a circulation. Six years later it was A girl discovered the address on t's.a
Pitching for the Girls.
fine piece of work and appreciated.: returned to him by a mnister at coin.--Trenton Dispateh in Ptilla‘elLee Hart; the Paducah
baseball
Captain .Taylor thought of the hot Utica, N. Y. Once again M... Williams phia Press.
pitcher, is making good
with the
sun and straightway went up the sent it out into the world. TesterBloomer Girls, and
yesterday
at
hill and returned with a straw hat day Mr. Williams received the nickel
Mound City shut out the Mound City
The energies spent in lamentatiofis
for each of his men. The gifts were back for the second time, This time
team by a score of 2 to 0. Hart
would, properly applied, repair the
appreciated.
pitched against the Bloomer
it came from Trinidad. Col. It was lost fortune.
Girls
A loaded barge was taken out on
here last Saturday, relieving Dickie,
the docks for repairs today. This
whose arm was not in shape, and so
River Stakes.
is something unusual, and is the secwell did he work that the manager Cairo—Missing.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
ond time it has been done. The first
made him an offer. He accepted, Chattanooga—Missing.
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
was
a
barge
loaded with corn. The ,
after deliberation, and joined Mon- Cincinnati
24.8 0.7 fall
THE
T IJ LL Y LIVER/ COMPANY
day. He is a promising pitcher and Evansville
17.5 0.2 rise barge of the C. M. Pate was loaded
INCOP PORATCD
with coal and no place to store• it
will doubtless break into league ball Florence—MIssing.
Livery and Boardisl hrs.
Fourth Street and Kentucky beam
in another year or two.
Johnsonville
4.9 0.2 fall was at hand so ,it was lifted out
Another promising Paducah pitch- Louisville
10.3 0.5 rise with the coal.
er is Ulysses Arnold who has allowed Mt. Carmel
Capt. James Good, well known to
8.4 1.3 fall
but few hits in the games he has Nashville
7.8 `‘).1 fall river men here as former president
worked. Arnold is very young yet, Pittsburg
4.5 0.1 rise of the Mississippi Valley Transportaand has a future before him.
St. Louis
28.0 0.3 rise tion company, died in St. Louis yesINSURANCE AGENTS
• Mt. Vernon
16.2 1.3 rise terday. It is said of him that he ran
Paducah
17.6 0.3 rise provision boats for Grant's army durPale Delicate Wonien and Glide.
ing the war.
The Old Standard GROVE'S.TASTELoafers were not on the wharfLESS CHILL TONIC drives out maThe federal board of inquiry inlaria and builds up the sytem. For boat this morning, and Patrolmen vestigating the
wrecking of the
grown people and children, 5.0e.
6 Cross and Johnson were present to steamer Tennessee at the Eads bridge
see that they were not. It is a ques- In St. Louis last week, returned a
Fire,
Steam Boiler,
tion of go to work or get away from verdict ?Impending Captain Young',
Life,
Bonds,
Longing.
•
Accident,
It's lonely since you left me, dear; the wharfboat, where they prevent license fifteen days. Pilot Anthony
Plate Glass,
others working, and
a
majority Burbach's six months and Mate John
Health,
The hours go silent shod;
Cargo,
chose the privilege of going up the Leonard's ninety days. Young was
I wait in vain to heir
Liability,
Hull,
hill. Steamboats are going, but the found guilty of negligence in leavA stir where once you trod.
Automobile.
Elevator.
number of roasters are limited. Th'e ing the landing with the signal willsDays—days—days—
morning
the Dick Fowler had otile tle out of order, and Burbach and
And never your footsteps come:
726
Office Phones Old
Residence Phones Old
New 369
369
a few loading the boat, but freight Leonard were found guilty of cowNew 726
Oh. that I knew a call for you
was light and the rousters were not ardice.
To turn your wanderings home!
Cam pholl Building, Pad uCesii, Ky.
missed much. The coal companies
have plenty of workers to coal tne
It's weary watching for you, love;
Official Forecasts,
boats today.
The twilight is a ghost;
The Ohio, at Evansville and Mt
New
rudders
npd
a
are
pittlan
be'The shadows breathe and move,
Vernon will continue rising during
ing placed on the Inverness over at the next two
Sighing of something lost:
days. At Paducah and
the island. A thorough overhauling Cairo will
Dark—dark—dark-continue rising slowly
And never your face for light,-- is being given the boat,
during the next 24 to 36 hours.
SeThe Margaret arrived today from
Divided —Nay, a world away;
The Tennessee from Florence to
the Tennessee river with a tow of below
Heart of my heart, good night!
Johnsonville will probably con
—July Lippincott's. ties for the Ayer & Lord Tie com- tinue falling slowly during the next
pany.
24 hours.
The City of St. Joseph Is Mil on
The M
ppi from Chester 'to
the ways receiving repairs in her en- Cairo will
con
rising during the
gine room. It is thought the boat next 24
to 36 hours.
e ill not get away before next Monday.
It is mighty difficult for the averWith smoke rolling out of her age man
Very frequently the most inferior
—AT—
to see anything liernely°1n
stacks and steam up, the CowPag an
heiress.
goods
depend on their sale by having
was let off the ways yestiVday afternoon and the sturdy packet made
a green stamp on the neck of the
the regular return trip to Metropelbi.
8:15
bottle. This counts for nothing withToday she arrived on schedule time.
The Bob Dudley left this morning
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
for the Cumberland river with
a
good freight trip,
The J. B. Richardson is at the
,•yharf, and will not take any more
•
In the
If you need a cook, a house girl
trips in her trade until the river
or house boy call old phone
lees, The Richardson Is open for
Arid
xc
eursions,
599-r. We have a good list of
and probably
business
I N0
will soon pick up:
house servants always. We can
The Senn° arrived last night from
also furnish colored laborers
the Tennessee river and after receivto contractor&
Coroleci, or
ing freight left for St. Louts.
Is nine summers old. .The goyThe Clyde left yesterday
afterMother and Son
n?on at 6 o'clock for the Tennessee
ment stamp will so indicate,
river.
Curtain S:30
The Eclipse was coaled this mornOld Phone 599-r
ing at the West Kentucky Coal coinPrices 10c and 20c
118 Keotticky Avenue.
Patio, doeks and left for St, Louis
‘
,1'11;1{Beaver passed by last night

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

FREE SHOW
Wallace Park

Moncrief Stock

THE PADUCAH LIGHT
4 POWER
I,CpMPANY

Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies

EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE

CAS

Early Tvimes

Jack Beam

Johnson &• Reynolds

1
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al robbery of tht
TH IT
Waal'I. IT(111—
poor.
INST.taT ItELINae.
Koreans are passionately devoted
to flowers, although comparatively
This Tells of a
Mild
Wash That
few have the means to indulge their
Stops the Torture inatantly—
taste in this direction.
At THE MODEL, 112 South Second Street
Trial Bottle Oder.
The land
is generously blessed
with animal life. There are no oxen,
That awful itch! Why do you stifKorea, called by outsiders the'are about 300 Americans
fer it? Why do you dose your stomresident in however, and Koreans never use
"Hermit Kingdom," is know!' to its Itlie country.
milk or any of its products. The work Paris, Ky., Syndicate Has ach with drugs that can never hope
own people ac Che-aen, meaning
The Koreans are of Mongolian ori- is all done by bullocks, which usually
Absolutely none reserved, two piece and
to affect the skin --the seat of your
200,000 Bushels
"morning calm" or "morning freigh- gin, tall, robust and rather
magnificent
development.
disease?
Why do you smear yourprepos- attain
three piece suits-all included.
t:tette:.
sessing in appearance. Their lan- Without his bullock the Korean
self with greasy salves that stain
It comprises a peninsula of Asia guage is polysyllabic. In dress,
your clothes and do no real good?
cue- would be helpless. Ind this fact is
northeast of China, 6011
tome toms and architecture they show the' cited to prove that the Koreans have Practically All There Is Except
With one application of that mild
135 miles broad and irsl aline ao influence of Chinese civilidtion.
About 10,000 Bushels Held
soothing external wash„ known a
The never been a nomadic people.
area of about 83,000 sqv ise miles. Chinese claim to/have civilized
By Orte Party.
Korea pr iduaes no sheep, but none
That our goods are marked in plain
"D. D. D. Prescription," you stos
Korea
The population is estimaissi at from in the twelfth century
In that country is so poor as not to
that itch INSTANTLY. A continued
B. C.
figures,
have always been so marked and
,
eight to sixteen million people, in , Korea had been under the
application makes a permanent cure
suze- own at least one dog. No family
,
.
eluding foreigners, of whom thearainty of China from earliest
would
be
always
sold at marked price.
were
complete
without a dog.
A trial bottle of this remarkable
times,
greater number are-Japanese. There.exeept for a brief period
Koreans, unlike the Japanese, love OBJECTION TO JUDGE 141113BINS. external remedy will be sent prepaid
between
That our regular prices were from 20 tr,
1692 and 1698 when it wins under a good fire when the chill blasts of
to anybody who has never used the
,
Jaitanese protection, until 1576, whet' winter sweeu across the barren counremedy. Send only 10 cents (silver
per cent cheaper than Broadway price-,
25
.
Japan signed a treaty recognizing it try. This fondness for warmth is the
Paris, Ky., July 25.- A syndicate or stamps) direct to. the D. D. D.
consequently 25 per cent off here is equal
cause of that barren appearance
as an independent nation.
composed of J. S. Wilson, E. F. Compam laboratories, Suite C. 112The burdens pf life fall more which so often has been referred to Spears and Sons,
of this city, and D. 120 Michigan street, Chicago, stat40 and 50 per cent off there.
to
0
heavily upon
e women of Korea by travelers, The Koreans keep their S. Gay, of Winehester, Ky., today ing that you have never before used
than in
countries, even in the forests cut to the quick to provide closed a deal by which they become this remedy. If you have already
20 per cent 1-5 off on all Men's Pants,
orient. ludeed, it woeld 'be difficult fuel, while the canny Japs let their the possessors of about 700,000 tried the remedy you know what It
and a large line of well selected patterns
to point to any nation where the lot forests grow and shiver.
bushels of Kentucky bluegrass seed, will do and you are not entitled to
of woman is more completely unenEvery one smokes in Korea. Both practically all there is in the coun- the trial bottle but should get the reg
to choose from-just to reduce stock.
1
viable than in Korea. The male Ko- men and women-tree pipes with a try, with the exception of about 10,- ular bottle at $1 from our. store. as
rean, except in the .highest classes, tiny metal bowl and stems so long 000 buahels held by one party.
we always keep a Orel( of this rem. Suits sold elsewhere at 122.50, here $18 00, now go
regards his wife as the burden bearer, that generilly .assistanoe must be
It is estimated it will take $500,- edy. R. W. Walker & Co., Fifth and
e
_
of the family.
asked to light them. As they are 000 to finance the deal. The seed is Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
, Suits sold elsewhere at $20.00, here $15.00, now go
by August 1, the
• Curiously enough, however, the inveterate smokers the greater part to be delivered
II,25
at .____
male Korean does not attain to the of the Korean's day is consumed in market opening on that date. The
Suits sold elsewhere at $16.50, here $12 00, now go
annual demand averages about 500,foll dignity of man's estate until he loading and lighting pipes.
The Koreans are essentially an 000 bushels, a large part of which
at
marries. No matter how tong he may
defer that event, he is compelled to agricultural people. They come from goes to Europe.
Suits sold elsewhere at $15.00, heie $10.00, now go
go bare-headed and to wear his hair a stock entirely different from their
_.
at.
—
In a pig-tail until his wedding. He two great neighbors. China the merWants Robbins Removed.
IC, 5, NAVAL BOARD MAKES RE$12.00,
elsev/here
go
$9.00,
now
here
sold
at
Suits
Georgetown, Ky., July 25.— It is
Is treated as a boy, excluded from chant nation, and Jsepeen the fighting
PORT ON ACCIDENT.
____....
at
_
the councils of 'normal is a person of people. They are unaloubtedly of said here that the first step to be taSuits sold elsewhere at $10 00, here $7.50, now go
no consequence during the pig-tail Turanian origin with a strong admix- ken in the case of Caleb Powers,
ture of Chinese and Manehu blood.
at
—
•
which is to be tried at a special term
period of his life.
The Koreans are a peaceful and of Scott. circuit court, beginning on "Flare Back" Found to Be
Suits sold elsewhere at $7.50, here $6.00, now go
Cause,
Korea is the paradise of quacks.
The label denotes fairness As medicine the ground, skull of a hospitable people, though they have Monday next, will be the filing of
But No One Is Blamed for
_.........
at
fought well and bravely when they an affidavit executed by the defendResult.
tiger is high in favor for all ilia,
$500,now
16.50,
elsewhere
go
at
Suits
to organized labor.
here
sold
have had to tight. They seem to lack ant in an effort to swear Special
while ginseng, puiverized•horns of a
at
_
the strain of fighting Malay blood Judge Joseph E. Robbins, appointed
fawn, macerated spiders and similar
s
which is so strongly marked in the by the governor, off the
bench.
mixtures are consumed iti great quan
15c Sox, plain and fancy, at 2 pair for____-_.........._ 1 5C
composition of the warlike Japaneae. Judge Robbins presided during the
Washington, July 25.—The report
titles with trust and confidence in
Seoul, the capital, is an ancient last trial of the case; the judgment of the naval board which investigatTan and black Sox, pair
—.---. 3c
their virtue. In surgery their pracwalled city built in a network of hills in which was reversed by the court ed the accident in the eight-inch turtice is limited to the crudest operabordered
Men's
Handkerchiefs
3C
eighteen miles from the sea. It is of appeals. There was some question ret of the Georgia was received at
tions.
Red bandana Handkerchiefs
—.
3c
fortified in the strongest fashion by of whether his first commidaion did the navy department today. Admiral
Religion in Korea as far as there a system of
! 50c and 751 Negligee Shirts....—............._!.. —
smells that wouid drive not entitle him to continue as spe- Evans endorsed the findings.
38c
may be said to be any, is modeled on any but an
Acting Secretary Newberry* said
Asiatic army gasping into cial judge, but this was removed by
Odds and ends on counter.
*
Chinese patterns with such results as the sea. It is
poor in appearance but his again being appointed. It is not the conclusion that the accident was
elegant
Pants, 15c 2 pair for
Wash
Boys'
25C
might be expected. Law and the ad- rich in
fleas. On autumn nights known upon what ground the effort caused by a delayed "flare back" apministration of justi.p are utterly tigers and other
to
remove
the
speclal
judge
is
to
be
parently afforded all the information
beasts of prey frefeeble and reeking with corruption. quently
Ladies' White Oxford Shoes, pair —
90c
contest the right of way with based. Should Judge Robbins vacste of interest to the public.
The reins of government, as in China. belated
the bench,
trial of the case at this
travelers in the streets.
are in the hands Of a class which, by
One lot blue and blue and white plaid Overalls, regular
He Didn't Fit the Water.
The vista across the housetops of time would be impossible, as some
faintly tradition, lives by the shame. Seoul'is
50c quality, at
A jolly old
one of appalling monotony. time might be required in securing
steamboat captain
with more girth than height waa ask- All chimneys empty into the narrow another judge to serve.
ed if he had ever had any very nar- ' Men's pin check, tan covert and blue cottonade
streets about two feet from the
row escapes.
ground, and at eventide when the
Pants at, pair .....................
Resourceful.
"Yes." he replied, his eyes twink•
good wives tart their fires the pall
ling; "once I fell off my boat at the
of smoke and ashes that settles upon
Men's 50c Cheviot Work Shirts
39C
i
mouth of Bear creek, and, although
the town would make a London fog
$
I'm an expert swimmer, I guess I'd
look like a section of the cerulean
Cast Stnre
WedSmad
i" atl
been there now if it hadn't been for
blue. The one advantage of the
my crew. You see the water was just
smoke evil In Seoul is its ability to
deep enough so's to be over my
;suppress the odors which rise up
head when I tried to wade out, and
from Its dreadful thoroughfares.
just shallow enough"—he gave his
Seoul is the home of mourners
body an explanatory pat—"so that
*Indeed it may he said literally with
whenever I tried to swim ;out I
the scriptures that "tha mourners go
dragged bottom."—Everybody's.
about the streets." When a Korean
Is bereaved by the death of a close
Trouble-makers are as plentiful as
relative he is entitled to mourn his
HE State College of Lexington offers the following
All Hose Repairs
peacemakers are scarce.
loss for a period of three years, and
courses, namely, Agriceltural, Mechanical Enduring this time he is not expected
gineering, Mining Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
to perform any labor. As the averSOFT, GLOSSY HAIR.
Electric ligise, the world's best, per foot......._..............20C
Normal. School, Classical and Scientific courses, each of
age male Korean professes of lofty -Don't you know that this is Dot I
;molting
(impartment?"
ssorn
It
for
Can
labor
at any time, it is
Only Be Had Where There Is
which extends over four years and leads to the Bachequite to be expected that the period -Never fear. I'll hide my pipe whim
No Dandruff.
lor's degree Each course is organized under a sept1see the conductor comIng."-Fliegeuof woe is accepted with resignation
rate faculty. The general faculty, consisting of proAny man or woman
If not embraced with joy by nearly le Matter.
who wants
soft, glossy hair must be free of
all,
fessors, assistant professors and instructors, numbers
dandruff, which Causes falling hair.
The wail surrounding Seoul, from (Tref OFF HIS TONGUE
over fifty.
WITH A POCKET KNIFE. Since it has become known that danwhich kites fly perenially, Is a small
The Sanitary Plumber
_
druff is a germ disease, the old hair
replica of the great Chinese wall. The
Both Phones 201
132 S. Fourth St.
County appointees receive free tuition, privilege
traveler is welcomed at the west gate Ohio Man Performs an Operation preparations that Were mostly scalp
325 Kentucky Avenue.
Irritants, have been abandoned, and
Which the Doctors Refuse(/'
of residence in dormitories, fuel and lights and travelbut should unfortunate chance delay
the pubac, barbers and doctors, into 110.
him until the sun has disappeared
ing expenses, it they remain ten consecutive months, or
cluded, have taken to using Newbro's
and a big bell booms its warning
one collegiate year.
note, he must prepare to camp in the
Springfield, 0., July 25.--To cut Herpicide, the only hair preparation
open until the morn b-ines the gate- off a person's tongue is a med4cat that kills the dendruff germ. E. Dodd, T laEN FROM PENITENTIAR
crowded about hint and silently
Y.
The laboratories and museums are large, well
keeper back to his duty. Barring an operation rarely resorted to, but for Dickinson, N. D., says: "HerpiciJe
TO ATTEND SON'S FUNERAL shook his hand.
not,
cleanses
only
the
scalp
from
danoccasional court pageant, aeoul Is sin- a man to do it himself and purposely,
equipped, comprehensive and modern.
Military
Hardly a word was spoken, and
gularly free from sights to interest is a feat almost unheard of. This is druff and prevents the hair falling
Science is fully provided for as required by congress.
out, but promotes a new
growth. old Friends Stand Mutely By as Iowa soon the aged man was speeding beak
the tourist.
what a Clark county man did and has
to again take tip his dreary round
Father Weeps at Bier.
lierpicide keeps my hair very glossy.
A Seoul bakeshop is a triumph of not yet suffered any ill effects.
behind. the penitentiary walls.
leading
druggists.
Sold
by
Two
sizes,
Gradnates in the several courses of study readily
cleanliness and altogether a unique
John Gerron, proprietor of an ele50c and $1 bottles. Send
Fort Madison, Iowa, July 25.--For
10c in
Institution. of course there is an vator situated on the Sandusky difimt employment with liberal renumeration. The total
Leber Day Celebration.
stamps for sample to The Herpicide the fire; time in 141 years William
oven. Rive flour is dampened and vision of the Big Four railroad, about
number of ntatriculates last year was 901. Each deCo., Detroit, Mit.h. W. B. McPherson, Adams, life prisoner in theFort MadiDispelling
all rumors that Lab°,
kneaded into dough. This flutes is eight miles north of this city, has
$pecial Agent.
son penitentiary, saw the world out- Day celebrations would be taken to
partmedt has a specialist at its head, with the necessary
spread upon a block and two lusty been a great sufferer for the past two
side the prison bars as he was hur- Mayfield or Cairo
Labor
Central
number of assistants.
men proceed to treat it to a pound- years front a cancer on his tongue.
ried back to his old hotrie at his- Union annaunces that Paducah will
ing process with heavy wooden mauls He has spent hundreds of dollars in
comb to attend the funeral of his again be the hub for celebrations in
Wbile this is being done an elderly treatment, but could not secure any
Summer schools are provided for in Pedagogy,
eldest son, says a special dispatch to this section. Because of friction
assistant dips his hands into water relief.
Recently he has implored
Engineering and instruction in Science and the Liberal.
the Fort Madison Capital.
among union men and certain merbeautifying
your
yards
and
For
and performs the somewhat hazard- surgeons to cut off his tongue, but all
A mere child at the time the father chants, there was wild talk of taking
estimates on flower beds we
Arts.
ens feat of keeping the dough moist to whom the request was made rewas taken away, he beheld the dead the celebration elsewhere, but little
will call and see you. Phone
113; patting It between the blows of the fused to perform the operation.
Sehmatis Bros. for the largest
body of his boy grown almost to man, weight was ever given the reports.
othet
The oven crowns the work.
Knowing that he would have toalle
The ynung women find an excellent home, with
and most complete stock of
hood, and wept piteously as he bent
sooner or later of the cancer, Gerron
flowers and plants in the city.
board and lodging, in Patterson Hall, which is well
over the lifeless form.
It is easy to'dress a profitable bus
decided to be his own surgeon. After
Pre• delivery to any
Old friend); anti neighbors stood mess In the garb of respectability. equipped with all modern conveniences, bath-rooms,
he put a keen edge on his pocketpart of the city.
mutely and sympathetically aside as Chicago News.
hall for physical 2ulture, at $:3 00 per week. All the
anffe, he pulled his tongue as far out
SCHMAUS BROS. with bent form and hung ,head.'the
of his mouth as possible and gave it a
courses of study in the college are open to young
father followed thelsody to the little
The tobacco plant has grown litre
Both Phonen 192.
slash. It was cleanly severed near
women upon identical conditions with those applying to
lot in the cemetery and saw it low- er 'and tnore profuse in the United
the tonsils
While he succeeded in
.01111111111111111111
ed into the grave
Then they States than in any other country
VACANT HOUSES freeing himself of the cancer he also
males.
deprived himself of a very neeessara
adjunct to his talkative powers. He
The attendance upon the Normal School in connecwrote a note sayieg he would have an
tion with the Department of Education last year more
artificial ten2;t:e hooked on to the
As soon as we paper your
than doubled that of any preceding year.
stub remaining.
house we take down the sign.
Your man comes to you pays
Three new buildings, namely, one for the departSeriong Handicap
one month's rent and moves In,
"Somebreis ought to talk to Young
ment of F:dfication, one for Agricultural Science and a
and why?
fellow. He'll never get on in poliSimply because he likes our
Library Hall, are in process of erection and ,wil4 be
tics it he keeps on antagonizing the
paper,
the
kind
its
that
matches
com`pleted early in the collegiate year.
powers that be."
the carpet, rugs, etc.
"But he doesn't. He Is careful to
It's not too dark or too light
For catalogues, methods of obtaining appointments,
do all that is required of him."
he Merit' a likes to live in
and
info'rmation regarding courses of study and terms of
"That's all well. but It won't help
homes well papered.
him while his wife persists in copying
admission, apply to
Right now is the time to have
the hoes' wife's new dressers" -Baltiyour work done and we know
more 5nterle1111.
James K. Patterson, Ph. D., LL. D.,
the kind people want.
And know how to please you,
All construction work on the MaPresident.
your tenant and also your
nila Railroad company's new line Is
. or to
pocketbook.
performed by *Filipino labor, under
the supervision of American engiD. C. Frazee, Business Agent,
neers and superintendents. The corn
',any is runnig first-class trains lightLexington Ky.
ed by electricity. Its new Montalblie
is a success. It parallels the
line
Fall Term Begins September 12, 1907.
pipe line which is to bring wnter from
the mountain to Manila,
At Harbour's Department Store
thy e ll.l. 424 Broadway.
•
a_

BLUE GRASS SEED
CORNER EFFECTED

Quaintness of the Hermit Kingdom

GENUINE REDUCTION SALE
1_4 OFF

.

\

ON ALL MEN'S AND BOYS'

SUITS

BEAR IN MIND

In making
your purchases
ask for goods

$13 50

which bear

GEORGIA DISASTER

The Union Label
Union men
should be wise

9.00
7.50
635
5.62
4.50
i._____......___..... 3.75

Don't Forget This

Paducah Typographical
Union No. 134.

35c
45c
THE MODEL """'''''ie,

The State .College
of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

T

ED. D. HANNAN

FLOWERS

400

FOR RENT

From the Factory in Europe
Direct to Our Store

NOTHER import shipment of Fine Violins, Double
,Bass Violins, Gut Strings, Bows, Clarionet Reeds
and other musical merchandise. There is no wholesalers'
profit on these goods, and you can buy them from us at
lower prices than such goods ever before sold in Paducah.

Sanderson
Perkins Co.

D. E. WILSON, The Book 'and Music Mull

roe sus went.

ads. UN reellita,

rAGIC Font
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Deisocratic office holders, beca be
2 o'clock with a mueleal 'Lettere, Suany change would have been an imperintendent Billington leading
in
provement; but it is only the substi.e.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
singing.
Following the opening
tution of one machine for another
County
Attorney
Alben
Barkley
and we are of the opinion that the
spoke briefly to the teachers on eduINCORPORATED
new alliance ie wo,-se than the old
cational lines.
P. U. FISHER. President
The Kohn-Whalieu faction, long
31. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
At this afternoon's session Dr
since discredited, has ridden in on
John McKinney, Jr., of .Ragland, will
Mitered at tke postofrice at Paducah.
the tide that engulfed the
Ity.„ as second class matter.
Haldeaddress the institute on Physiology
man-Grainger regime, and
while Makes Institute More AttractDRANCRIPTION Rams.
sympathizing with the state adminive and Broader
THE DAILY SUN
istration in state politics, these men
Nif
Igy carrier, per week
. .10
By man, per month In advance... .26 are playing the Louisville situation
•
32.60 to fasten their own control on affairs
By mail. per year. In advance
THE MEEKLY StN
There
is only one salvation for Hon. William Marble Addressed the
Per year. by mall. postage pald..11.110
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
Louisville this fail, and the RepubliCounty Teachers at Session
Phone 358 cans of the Falls City, by their good
Office. 115 South Third.
This Morning.
sense in making it a straight party
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
Circuit Court.
fight, are offering the city the opYork, representatives.
Porteous Boyd filed suit against
portunity.
Rosa Boyd
THE SUN can be found at the followfor divorce, alleging
WILL GET THROUGH ON TIME. abandonment.
Lag pieces:
They married In 1905
R. D. Clemente & Co.
After reciting the romantic story.
and separated in 1905.
Van Culln Bros.
which found its way the round of
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm.
the press, about an Octoroqn, who
Deeds Filed.
Numerous addresses before the
was a leader of society in thicago
C, E. Lanrad to L. Bradley, propUniversity, the Chicago Tribune man- McCracken County Teachers' insti- erty in Harahan addition,
$283.35.
ifests its greatness by
apologizing tute have taken ep much time, but
N. A. Coley, et al, to J. S. TroutIt is not begrudged
The institute man,
for
publication
of
the
story
property in the county, $1 and
•
which was a fake, and this without has been made the better by reasons other considerations.
THURSDAY, JULY 25.
of
the
features,
and
each
day's
proany complaint being made to it. We
A. Butler and others to Lettie A.
have yet to hear apologies from any- gram will have one or more speakers Troutman, property in the Hays subHE kind of a hat you wear shows in a measure what you think of
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
body for publishing the story of the It Infuses interest and causes thought division, $25.
yourself. At
least, that's the way the public sees it. If you could see yourself as they do, you
Japanese admiral who was sketching along lines different from those sugGus T. Smith to Edward Troutman
fortifications on the Pacific coast. gested by the work mapped Out property at Sixth and Willie streets,
wcfuld be more 'particular about your hat. Your mirror won't give you
June, 1907,
the gauge, so
Perhaps,
though, somebody got While a majority of the addressee $400.
the
safe way is to be particular. We buy our hats for particular men, and price
al
bore directly on some class of educathem
"fired."
J. S. Troutman to George Troutfor shrewd ones. We've many styles in spring hats you'll not be able to
tion, other suggestions
3949
awakening man, property at Sixth and Broad
3938
16
find elsewhere.
3953
3955
17
Col. Will S. Hays has gone to join discussions have resulted not aimed streets, $500.
at in the regular course of study.
Hats $1.50
4
3950
3937 'Uncle Dan" Emmett;
18
George A. Greif and others to Mary
but "Dixie"
The institute is by far the most E. Gardner, property at Fifth
6
3918
19
3932 lives on, its stirfing strains
and
never
successful ever held. The instructor Jackson streets, $1.204).
a
3919
20
3935 failing to thrill with a
potency all
believes that he will catch up with
7
3981
21
3957 their own.
R. E. Parrish and others to G. T.
the program today, and no night ses- Smith, property at Sixth and Willie
3981
22
3956
:0
345
sions will be necessary. The volume streets, $375.
24
3955
Reports from the state Republican
of work to be done at first suggested
4049
11
25
3945
central committee indicate that the
12
4038
night sessions, but the dispatch ex26
3940
In Police Court.
Ohio situation may be withdrawn
13
3894
hibited in the work showed clearly
27
3944
Samuel H. Nance
and • James
from the consideration of The Hague
14
3969
that day sessions would be sufficient. Johnson, drunkenness, $1 and costs
28
3954
conference.
29
3942
Morning Session.
each; J. D. Shelton. carrying conThe fourh morning session opened cealed a deadly weapon, $25 and
Total
9,8,834
That congressional junketing comwith devotional services by Miss costs, and ten days in jail; Otha
:Average for June, 1906
4072 mittee could have saved
time and May Ellis. Miss
insulting
Average for June, 1597
Annabelle Acker Childers, colored, using
3953 money by coming
to Paducah and in- followed
with a jiano solo, and Coun- language, $10 and costa; Dink WilPersonally appeared before me,
quiring about immigration.
ty Superintendent S. J. Billington liams, colored,' disorderly conduct,
this July I, 1907, E. J. Piston, genfollowed Miss Acker with a vocal $10 and costs; Fin Hamilton
and
eral manager of The Sun, who afvAtivisivi.pran d CLOTH/ERs,
After some 48 hours' neglest
His song was greatly enjoyed. Frank Trimbler, breach of peace,disfirms that the above statement of the
the subject, the News-Democrat last
missed; George alias Fatty Brown,
criculation of The Sun for the month
Discipline.
evening revived its interest in the
The subject "Discipline" was taken colored, breach of peace, dismissed;
af June, 1907, is true to the beat of
Boyle case sufficiently to devote over
his knowledge and belief.
up this morning. It was presented Mollie Hannon, colored, breach ' or
a half column to interviews with atand discussed first by Instructor T peace, dismissed; I. H. Gray, petit
PETER PURYEAR,
torneye concerning what the attorrecognizance
forfeited;
Notary Public.
J. Coates. Discussions of sub-divis- larceny,
neys believed Judge Reed, of the cirGeorge Hathway, colored, disorderly
My commission expirse January
ions follow:
cuit court, had practically decided in
conduct, $10 and costs; John Ken22, 1908.
-Force of Example," G. Tyree.'
the case, and what those .attorneys
"Happiness and Contentment as nedy, breach of peace, •continued;
Central tank carpenter, is Ill. ,
would do in case Judge Reed ahould
Mrs. Drake,*rtinning a bawdy house,
Factors," Clifton Reeves.
George Winford, acting supervisor
admit certain pleadings. Waiving a
Daily Thought.
of the Illinois Central railroad on the
"Positive Moral Exercise," E. B. dismissed; Annie Singleton, colored,
'Only the deed or the life over natural curiosity as to the purpose
continued;
petit larceny,
Hugh
Tennessee division
Jett.
between Dyerswhich can be spoken the Master's of the article, we have two suggesordinance, filed
of
burg and Memphis, fell from the rear
"Proper Incentives," D. E. Wil- Boyle, breach
'sell done,' is worthy of the adjec- tions to offer—the circuit court is
away; Will Moore, continued and An- RAISED AGAINST CUI/TURE, ED..
John Hollan, manager of the Padu- of south bound
son.
passenger train In
tive 'successful.' God's disapproval located in Paducah, not over six
colored, $10 and
cah Independent baseball team, and charge of Conductor
ITCATION AND WEALTH.
"Specific School Offenses," Bertha Die Moore, both
Frank Wheeler
blocks from any newspapeer office,
nullifies all the verdicts of earth."
costs, for a breach of peace.
an
employe
of
night
the
round house at 9 o'clock yesterday morning as
Boaz.
and its sessions are public; the beat
force in the Illinois Central shops. the train was turning
a sharp curve
"Reation of Discipline to Profesway to get news of the proceedings
had a narrow escape from serious in- one mile north of
AID FOR BACKWARD PUPILS.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Brighton and sussional Success." W. T. Harrison.
In that court is to send a reporter to
Denounces Constitution in His Im- jury this morning. When Hollan left tained injuries whin
For Governor—Augustus E. Willcaused almost
Arithmetic.
the court. If we desired to know
the Shops to go home he waited at instant death.
"No Grade Classes" Under Tutorial
passioned Defense of Hay.
son, of Lorisville.
Mr. Winford for many
"Interest
and
Discount," R. B
what
Establishe
Twelfth
Deattitude
for
System
Be
d
street
to
Judge Reed had asand Broadway fof a years bad charge of the Brighton
wood.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Kirkpatrick,
sumed toward a particular issue, we
car. The car slowed down. Ronan section of the Illinois
ficient Public School Students.
Cox, of Mason county.
Central, and
Geography
.
wears a cork leg. He tried for the was actin-g
For
supervisor during the
General—James should interview Judge Reed, rather
Attorney
Yesterday afternoon
Georgarphy
Philadelph
car
25.—To
than
but
Pa.,
July
asia,
an
did
not
advecate
swing
quick
for
either side.
enough. absence of R. L. Hazeigrove, who is
Breathitt, of Christian county.
was discussed thoroughly.
Boise, Idaho, July 25.---The career
Clinging to the handle heaves drag off duty on a leave
sist backward students of the public
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
of tbsence. Win"First and Second Year," E. B.
schools and enable them to keep up of Frank Stcunenberg, the murdered ged several dozen yards before the ford was about 37 years of
Paducah is performing a patriotic
Mercer county.
age.
Jett and Ruble Knott.
car was stopped. HIS shoes were beawith their classes, the elementary governor of Idaho,
Ben West, of Jackson, Tato., a
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far- duty. The whole immigration probwas discussed at
"How to
Introduce
the
Text
ten
into
shreds
committee
at
schools
the
the
of
board
toes,
of
and
his
lem will be solved by the distribufireman on the Illinois Central, was
ley, of McCracken county,
length this afternoon by Clarence vest torn off. His
Book." George Orr,
education authorized the establishwatch was smash- brought to the railroad hogpital here
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben tion of the immigrants throughout
"Order of Presenting Facts," K ment
Darrow
in
his'plea
in behalf of Wil- ed.
of what will be known as "no
the country, so that thew may be
last night with both knees bruised.
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
Finley.
liam D. Haywood. Justifying the
grade classes."
lie had 'coaled his engine at DyersFor Superintendent of Public In- brought under American influences.
"Climate, How to Teach." S. J.
These will be tried in the Randall articles published in the Miners' Mag
One good turn deserves another, burg, Tenn., and was standing on
structlea—J. 8. rabbe, of Boyd
azine,
the
Billington.
official
organ
of the West. anti wherr-a steam
schoo4, at Ninth and Bainbridge
county.
beat lecently trans- he ground when several large lumps
The Hague is not a hotel, as might
The work was suspended tempor- streets, and the Wharton school, at .ern Federation of Miners, Darrow ferred
For Commissioner of Agriculture be inferred from the fact that it has
a
locomotiv
e from the Kentuc- of coal fell and struck his knees
'said the actions of Steunenberg in
•--N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
adopted the American plan exclusive- arily and Hon. William Marble ad- Fifth street and Washington avenue.;asking
ky
to
the
Illinois
for
United
side of the Ohio
States
troops
to
dressed the institute. He talked on Students who have fallen behind by
For Clerk of Court of Appeals— ly.
education and how to Interest the absence or some other unavoidable'quell the riot and the establishment river, railroad men looked for some
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
steamboat work. This morning
it
public mind in the work. His talk cause, as well' as those mentally de-!of martial law in 1899, was unjustiFor Legislature—George 0. McTHE 'THREAD TRUST.
came on a big flat car in the Shape
The Rev. F. W. Hawley is evifiable
and
properly
stirred
up
intense
ficient
in certain *brancbes, will be
was highly instructive and suggestive
Broom.
dently a man, who knows when he
of
shaft
a
of
a
large
feeling
steamboat
in
labor
,
circles
broagainst the
of many departures from the usual transferred from their classes and
Mayor
James P. Smith is whipped.
ken in two. It presents an opportuniplaced under the personal supervis-'governor.
custom of school management.
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
ty
for
a
demonstration of welding
parrow's argument developed into
ion of the teacher in charge of the
History.
City Treasurer
John J. Dorian
As anticipated, the dogs of war in
an appeal for labor as a,gainst cap- and will be welded under the superAttorneys for Haywood are veheCity Clerk
George Lehnhard
the 'trade have been let loose to fight
"The German Method of Teach- "ea* grade classes.' She will be
vision
of
Mr.
Jerome
Smith,
foreman
ital,
ment
and a denunciation at opposiin their declarations that Harry
obliged to give each pupil special atCity Jailer
ing," J. W. Hughes
about the price of a spool of thread.
George Andrecht
tion to union. Culture, education of the blacksmith shop, who has won
City Tax Assessor... Harlan Griffith Orchard is a liar and a murderer.
"Fauts in Teaching." R. B. Kirk- tention. ai d in this manner the
a reputation for this particular class It will be remembered that the price
and
wealth
Thus
far
were
they
described
corroborat
as
consti- of
board hopes to overcome the diffie Orchard's patrick.
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry
R.
work. No papers have been receiv- was advanced ceelday 29 to 67c per
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C. own testtimony.
culty that has always been experi- tuting a combination against wprk- ed
to show from what boat the shaft dozen, less a discount of 7 per cent.
"How Primary and Advanced DifH. Chamtein, W. T. Miller.
poor came.
enced by teachers in the foreign set- ingmen; the uneducated and
within 60 days. A cash discount of
fer," J. J. Miller
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
tlements, where English partickllarly must be ever protected said Darrow
Tse Sun indorses the action of the
1 per cent. in 3-0 days or 2 per cent
This
afternoon'
and
he
sneered
s
session
began
at
at retards the progress,
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- mtenbere of the board
universities. "And
In 10 days from date of invoice ie
of
Engineer
public
John
Mulvin,
of
Padnwhat
is a cultured man," he cried,
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston; works in protesting
, The "tutorial system" as the speagainst the man'rah, saved a deaf mute from death allowed. Customers are guaranteed
11001111e041.11emilloolirileult cial classes will eventually become, "but a cruel tyrant always."
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- ner in which 'First
street is blocked
under his engine wheels at Cairo last against loss- on stock on hand and In
ilteaching
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
the
climax
of
sympathy evening as the Cairo
has been tried in a number of schools
to traffic by the railroad tracks. The
-Paducah accom- transit by any change in price made
for
the
'working
School Trustees— First ward, W. M. tracks should
class and hatred for modation
and the great success has led to the
conform to the grade
train was leaving Cerro. by the seller, The retail selling
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; and they
establishment of the cleaves. Dr. the rich, he assailedo•the conetitution When the engine was gaining
should,,be tilled in. The
speed price was advanced at the same time
Third ward, H. le
Wells and river traffic of
Brumbaugh is strongly in favor of of the country and cried: "The con- a man of past middle age walked out from 5 to 6 cents
Paducah is constantly
per spool of 200
stitution:
J. H. Garrison; Fourth
The
ward, Increasing and
constitution!. It
the new work, and lit was on his
is Into the tracks, grip In hand and yards.
wharfage is now
Dr. C G. Warner and C. G. Kelhere
only to destroy laws made for back
recommendation chiefly that the
scarcely sufficient for the trade
toward the approaching train.
So strong were some of the objecly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; With
hoard acted. Work will begin In Sep- the benefit of the poor."
.Muivin signaled, but the stranger tions that the Spool Cotton company,
Kentucky
avenue
wantonly
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
tember, and, if beneficial in the two
paid no attention to it. Emergency whose offices are on White
blocked, haVng is hampered, and
street.
Morris.
YOU DON'T RAVE TO WAIT* brakes were applied, and the train sent out a circular June
schools selected, will be established
there is no excuse for such a total
27 to its
Every
(loge
makes
you
throughou
feethetter.
stopped'a
t
the
Las-Pos
city.
few feet from the man. He customers, explaining why the addisregard of the rights of the public
IN LOUISVILLE.
A committee was appointed to con- keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the proved to be a deaf mute..
We trust the board of public works
vance was made. The circular read:
money-back plan everywnere. Prior 50 cents.
fer - with Attorney General Todd and
Misfortunes of poor Billy Semo- will now proceed to compel whoever
"In answer to ineniries as to the reaCity Solicitor Gendell regarding the
There is more engine wonk in the son why the p*es. of various
nit:, removed county clerk of Jeffer- Is responsible to put those tracks in
De Long—"I hear you are hunting
maker;
refusal of the departhient of factory
Paducah Illinois Central shops today and grades of spool
son county, if he is guilty of the proper condition, so that the rights
for a rich wife."
cotton sold by
than there has
inspection at Harrisbutg to supply
been
for
conversion of $5'0.000 of the state's Of !ether people to travel on First
many us have been made because of
Shortleigh—"Itiat you are."
the
months. Not a stall in the machine increase in
theh board of education with blanks
funds, will furnish a text for much street may be equally
the cost of manufacturrecognized
De Long---"Bag anything?"
shops
to
vacant,
is
be
filled
round
and
house
in
students
the
taking
by
adpreaching. and, yet, the circumstances with that of the railroad.
ing. Since 1899, when the former
Shortleigh — "Nothing
but
my was "full up" this mornmg. So many
vantage of the age limit to leave
point directly to a particular instance
price was adopted, the kind of cotton
trousers."—London Tit-Bits.
engines have been sent here for 're- used In
school.
of a too weak man, entrusted with
Between railroad
the spool cotton we sell has
wreck, steampairs that several have stood for advanced
public funds—or a bad selection, boat catastrophes and
in cost 134 per cent., labor
balloon acciHOT WF.ATHER SUGGESTIONS. days on sidings, waiting
be
to
rim
Summer Drinks.
rather than a condition of affairs. dents, the angel of death is reaping
per capita '24 per cent., coal 22
Every chance acquaintance, these Into either the round
per
/louse or ma- cent., spools
Warm weather naturally leads to
Only incidentally does the cage point dividends from all the transportation
-41 per cent, and general
hot days, can tell you what to do to chine shojis.
One engine which had to supplies
tfilrst. Let the latter be satisfied by
a political moral, the had effect of a lines of earth, sea and sky.
119 per cent. Under the
keep well and cool, but the safest ad- be gotten nut at once, was placed
on circumsta
pure, wholesome drinks. Homemade
party machine entrenched behind a
nces we trust our customvise is keep close to Nature.
There is much in those two
the
transfer
table
and
backed
to
the
lemonade is one of the very best
big majority
Mayhap the. unfortuers will appreciate that the increase
Fortunately, the Republican ticket
Nature says don't drink
words when you consider the
very tank repairing shed.
Barley water is excellent; so also are much
nate official was convinced Louis- In Paducah this fall requires no dein our prices has not been unreasonice' water—use the •tempered
great reductions in the prices
Pay car day brought three resignaorangeade, grape juice and the juices
ville would always remain
able or arbitrary, and that It has
Demo- fense,
water.
and the high character of our
tions in the machine shops, and this
of other fruits, diluted with water
cratic. and PO long as he was loyal
Don't
eat
heating dishes, warm morning three new men were put en been caused solely by the increased
clothing.
and
slightly
sweetened. Distilled meats, and
to its Interests, he could do as he
Lieutenant Colonel Ayres combeavy vegetables, but to fill the vacancies. The force In the mit of manufacturing.—Journal of
eater is a very wholesome drink and confine
pleased with his office, overlooking plains that other men of his
Better values than you got
yourselves to light vegeta- mechanical department is now full, Commerce.
rank
absolutely safe, Free driniing of bles and fruits,
the fact that there is a city machine less tit than he, are unmolested.
elsewhere for the money at
and cold meats.
and no extra men will be put on unpure water is helpful in keeping the
and a state machine, local courts and while he was ordered
Nature, also says, and its injunc- less in unlooked for emergencies.
cut prices they
are
Aft'
still
Duckm.
before the
system
in
Chilgood
order.
running
state courts.
tion
A story is told of the famous
greater.
is in strong terms, to keep the
medical board and retired. But Col.
Supt. A. H. Egan spa Roadmaster
Riehdren
encourage
should
d to drink system in good condition, the liver,
Unquestionably, If "Billy" Semo• Ayres must remember that the wives
be
.A. F. Bflaess, of the Louisville divi- ard Brinsley Sheridan that one day
One-Fourth
off on all
freely; preferably, however, between bowels, stomach, kidneys and skin
3.
min used these funds, as alleged, he of the other officers have not attract
es sion of the Illinois Central, are in when coming back from shooting.
piece suits.
meals. A drink is also in order the every one contributes to health Or
expected to pay them hack. That is ed the attention of the departmen
with an empty bag, and seeing a
111 the city on an Inspection.
t
numfirst thing in the morning and the health.
ever the way of the moral weakling. to the deficiencies.
Padnoah will be visited today or ber of ducks in a pond, while nearby
One-Fourth off on chillast thing'it night—Good Health.
Osteopathy is Nature's treatment, tomorrow by Mr.and
He uses trust funds in his private
man was leaning on a fenoe
After rolasting him to a "frazzle,"
atIn
s Renshaw, a
vv,illib
dren's suits.
will
watchand the most rational for all /Ramie, superintendent of machinery
business, confident that he can re- because he is a Republican, the Keng him, Sheridan asked: .
"What
especially
Agreenien
place them with the profits of the tucky State Journal 'eye of Capt. Ed
the
t
ailments incident to Illinois Central,
Reached.
One-Fourth off on knee
you take for a
hot at the
Rock Island, HI.. July 25.--Tbe hot weather. The/se weak. tired out Mr. Joseph Buker. The aMcials are d
venture
But the man, who has not Farley :
etugcnk..
a
:"
pants.
said the man,
strike inaugurated a week ago, by and run-down conditions; dell head- now at Memphis on an inspection
of ,and
fhAtihoughtfull
sufficient judgment to leave other
n
"While personally a genial, clever
y, "141 take half a moverthe carmen in the shops of the Rock aches: disturbed, bowel conditions, will
people's money alone, seldom has gentleman, he offers to the independ"Im
"W
ne
e,'
reach here this week. Local offill l:"said Sheridan, and
Island system, was settled today, and torpid liver yield quickly to Its dills have seen to the cleaning of the he tired'into
judgment enough to make a good in- ent voter no attractions not possessthe middle of the flock,
The
agreemen
work.
applicatio
An
returned to
n.
vestment
ahops before the higher officials ar- killing a dozen Or more. "I'm
ed by the Democratic nominee, and
afraid
ment WAS reached
But, let me tell you any time,. Of
whereby the
.'ou made bad bargain,"
Such conditions and such men are therefore nothing can be urged in his
said Sherigrievance* are to be submitted
te people you know well, who will
produced under machine domination. favor."
Masterr Mechanic R. ICJ Fulmer, of (Ian, laughing.
415 41
BROADWAY arbitration. Over 1,400 Men had quit cheerf illy tell you what Osteopathy the Illtheie Central, has returned that," the man "I don't know about
Political machines need weak
men
replied. "They're not
has
work.
doie
and
Is doing for them. That from Memphis, where he yesterday My ducks."
who can be handled
In Louisville
Vanity Is the quality that makes
Is un sjudiced esidlence and . will attended a monthly meeting of meconditions have been bettered by the woman make h. r mirror
&mince her
Who builds On the mob builds on appeal to you. Dr. 0. B. Froage, 510 chanical 4:1eals.
Yellir41P"Nlaw•groisim.
removal of the corruptly
—The "short Cut" to the
elected that she is prett.
probable
Broadway, upstairs, Phone 1407.
aand.—Itallan.
J
Mr. Fred, McCreary, the Illinois buyer Ds through
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Helen AMA left today for Boston, J. Bamberg retulurd
today
/ where they will visit Mrs, Joynes' piston, where they attended
the Pasister, Mrs. W. S. Allen. From Boa- ducah
district conference of the
ton they will go to Philadelphia. Methodist church.
Washington, the Jamestown exposiMrs. D. A. Meacham and son Aution and other cities in the east. At brey, 608 South Sixth- street, and
Washington they
will visit
Margaret Cunningham, 626
Mrs. Mrs.
Mrs. Rudy Honored.
Joynes' father-in-law, Mr
R. B South Sixth street, returned todaty
Mrs. James 'Rudy, president of the Joynes. The party will be gone
un- from a. two weeks visit to friends
Woman's club, has been appointed a til September 1.
and relatives at Cadiz and Princemember of the state educetional cornMiss Ethel Creemens Das returned ton.
tnittee. This committee will have its from Dixon Springs, Ill.
Misses Jessie Stevenson and Opal
first meeting in Harrodsburg August! Mrs. ,Lee Crumbaugh and
children Payne have returned to their home,
27, with Mrs. Riker, preaident of arrived from Memphis yesterday to at Mayfield, after a visit to Mr. and
the State Federation of Women'a visit Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Crumbaugh. Mrs. Robert Davis, 326 Harahan bouclubs. This is the first time a Padu- of North Seventh street.
levard.
cah woman has been so honored.
Miss Mary, Swift, of Palmyra,
Mrs. Charles Diehman and (laugh:nis visiting Mrs. Hugh L. Ed- ter, of New Meexico, who have been
T
wards.
en
Dance Last Night.
visiting Mrs. B. R. Griffith.' Teeth ,
The young men of the younger soDr. and Mrs. Stamper, Mr. and and Jefferson streets, will leave tociety set gave a dance at the Wallace Mrs. D. Lucas and Miss Emma Wes- morrow, accompanied by Mrs. Griffith
park pavilion last night. Among ton have returned from Chattanooga, for Sharp, where they will visit rela-,
The greatest opportunity you have ever had
those present were Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Tenn.
lives.
.
to buy seasonable goods.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
son Hart, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Boone
R. BradMies Sallie McFaugh, of Owensshaw,
Miss
Anne Bradshaw, Mrs. boro, returned home after visiting
Mesdames Armour Gardner. Clarence
Come down and avail yourself of the ecoSherrill, Charles
Hatfield, Lineas Frank Murray and two children will the family of Mr. Joseph Doltz, of
nomical values.
leave In August for Petoskey, Mich. the Cairo road.
Orme, Leslie Soule. Ben
Weille;
•
I
Mr. H. N, Haze:slip and wife have
Misses Garnett Buckner, Nella HatMr. and Mrs. Fred
Acker, 401i
field, Saidee Smith, Anita Keller, returned from a month's visit at Leb- South Sixth street, have 'returned
Manie Cobb, Lucyette Soule, Dor- anon, Tent].
from a trip through the east.
Mrs. J. D. Johnson and daughter,
othy Langstaff, Alma Kopf, Florence
iss Vera Johnston, 404 South
his scalp cut this morning at 10 Loeb, Henry Allcott, Carline Sowell, Mies Annie Gregory, of Mayfield, Sixth street, who has been visiting
have
gone
home
after
visiting the relatives- in Indianapoli
o'clock by a water pitcher falling Elizabeth Boswell, Carrie
Griffith,
s this month,'
from a sideboard. The wound was and Messrs. Robert Guthrie, Frank family of Mr. Ben Tilley.
left today for Chicago, where she
Mrs.
Jennie
Williamson
daughand
sewed up and the little fellow is able Bourne, Charles Cox, David Koger,
will visit before returning home.
Guy Martin, Torn Coburn, Salem ter, Miss Rebecca, are visiting the
to be out.
Mr. O. D. Schmidt went to Princefamily
of
R.
Mr.
Hughes,
A.
of May- ton today
Gilliam, Zack
-Place your oraers ror weridUff Cope, Fred
at noon on a business trip.
Hays field.
Invitations at home. The Sun
Mr. R. C. Cox, of Dallas, Tex., reIs George Cabell, John Orme, Harry
Mesdames Effie Randolph and A.
.---For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
showing as great an assortment as Singleton, Slyde
turned today after a business trip to
Warren, George
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464; you will find anywhere, at prices Wallace, Will Henneberger, James E. Simpson, of Charleston, Mo., are the city.
•
visiting
Mrs.
Walters,
Hal
of
Jefferoffice 175.
much lower than you will have to Langstaff, Will Rudy and
Mrs. Carlton Council, 1819 Bridge
Warren son street
_Dr. Gi:bert, osteopath, 400% pay elsewhere.
Sights. •
street, left today after a business
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Michael and
Broadway. Phone 196.
trip to the city.
daughter
have
returned
from
Cin-Fine carnations at 50c per dozWITH DIRTY CARS
Ladies Mite Society.
cinnati.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
NO PIPE DREAM, THIS.
--The Ladies' Mite society of the
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hill and daugh-Insurance companies have set- Train After Train Pass
Through Dee First Baptist church wit meet Friday
ter have gone to visit in Chicago.
tled with E. c. Eaker for the tire lose
Opium Has Doubled in Price Since
Moines on Rock Island Road.
afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs. John
on his North Fourth st.reet saloon
Miss Henrietta Bornstein, of CoFirst of June.
F. Cheek, 314 North Sixth.
wt $581 for stock and fixtures. The
lumbia, 0., is visiting Miss Pearl
Des Moines, July 25.- While the
building is owned by George H. striking carmen
Michael, of North Seventh street.
New York, July 25.0pium has adSunday School Picnic.
of the Roc Island
Goodman and no settlement has yet road %Ailed the
The Rev. Map Melseskey, of Ful- vanced in price in the local market
The Sunday school of the German
shop employes at a
been reachad on the building.
picnic today, train after train passed Lutheran church
gave a picnic at ton, has gone home after visiting the since the first of June to an extent
-We give you better carriage and through Des Moines with uncleaned Wallace parka yesterday.'
that is little short of phenomenal,
A large Rev. Joseph McIseskey of North Fifth
better service for the money than p:saes. The windows were
Starting on the date mentioned, at
dirty, crowd was at the park all day, and street.
is given by any transfer company in orange and banana
Mr. Earl Palmer has gone to Mict- 23.80 a pound duty paid, prices at
peeling mingled refreshments were served in abundIncorporated.',
Anasrica. Fine carriages for special with dust on the seats
first advanced gradually and lately
and the In ance. The day was enjoyably spent ligan to join his family.
occasions on short notice; alsoAe- tense heat made the
bounds,
by
until
leaps
and
the
pre*
Miss
Leone Franks is visiting the
day coaches in the shade'of the trees and in the
gent Uvery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co anything but comfortable
. No prepa evening boat riding was a popular family of 'Mr. A. M. Franks, at May- ent price of $6.50 a pound has been
-Kodaks from $1 to $25. Some- rations were made to fill the
reached.
field.
strikers pastime.
J.J.J.4.4.1 FOR RENT-Rooms for light
thing new in the line and all neces- places,
Miss Adelaide Harris, of North
housekeeping. All modern convene
sary supplies that make kodaking
Fifth
street, has returned from visC. S. FLAG REMOVED
Return from Saratoga.
iencies, 513 North Sixth., G. F. Cox.
pleasant, at R. D. Clements 8c Co.
The following party returned last iting her brother, Mr. Lee Harris, at
Sues Standard For Million.
-This week a fawn was born at
FOR SALE-One. Detroit --Jewel
Front Decorations at Carnival at Otnight after visiting New York, Sara- Cincinnati.
Tupelo, Miss., July 25.-Hon.
'
Wallace park. It is a curiosity that
Miss Irene Ford is in Mayfield visgas range, perfe t condition, 108
tawa to Avoid Tremble.
toga, Washington, the
Jamestown
George
T.
Mitchell, district attorney
many will go out to see, being the
South Third.
Ottawo, Ont., July 25.-One or two
exposition and other cities in
the iting Miss Ruby Tilley. e
first fawn ever born in Paducah as for the First judicial district of Miss- east: Misses Retie
Attorney Joseph R. Grogan yester- American Hags were put up here at
Fanny
and
ColeFOlt
,
RENT=Three room cottage
issippi,
today
against
the
filed
suit
MITCHELL
high-grade
for
S
bicyTar as is known, and one of the few
the city ball with Union Jack, and
Hank, day went to Murray on business.
1010 South Fifth. Apply Third and
Standard Oil company of New Jersey, man, Emma Niehaus, May
cles 326-328 South Third street.
ever in the city.
Commonweal
th's
Attorney
John G. other decorations in connection with
Kentucky avenue. Old phone 696.
the circuit court of Lee county, Gussie Herring and Mrs. Ida Smith, Lovett
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, in
of Benton, is in the city.
a carnival. A committee of citizens
and
Messrs. Harry
Hank, John
recovery
amountthe
penalties
for
of
• FURNITURE for 5-room hause for
427 8. Third. Old phone 1345; new
Mr. William Stewart has gone to ordered the stars and stripes remov- restaurant.
ing to $1,400,000. This suit is Brooks and C. 0. Brown.
visit in Tennessee.
phone 351.
FOR heattng and stovewood ring sale including gas stove and Singer
ed and
the reseption committee
brought for the state of Mississippi
Miss Edna Epeth. of Mayfield, is thoughts it best to do this rather
machine. All new. Address X. Y. Z
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
than 437 F. Levin.
upon the relation of George T.
Mrs. H. A. Hodge, and Jaughter, visiting
here.
care Sun.
any of your fsiends going away for
teouble.
have
any
CLEANING
pressing
and
neatly
Mitchell, district attorney, and is the Miss Ann, -returned today to their
Mr. Hugh Long, the Illinois Centhe summer. The address will be
done, James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
--MEN-Our illustrated catalogue
first one of this character ever home in Dallas, Tex. They were calltral fireman, and wife have returned
„changed as often as desired, and the
brnught in the state. Penalties sought ed here by the serious illness of CapANYTHING in the short order line explains how we teach barber trade
Colored Troops San.
from the Jamestown exposition.
rate is only 25c a month. '
ir few weks, mailed free. Moler Barto be recovered are provided for in tain R. Y. Northern, who is ill at his
San Francisco, Cal.. July 25.- at Page's resteurant.
Mr. Fred Beyer, of the Clinton
-Katie Anderson, colored, wife of
ber
College, St. Louis. Mo.
the anti-trust laws of the code of home near Golconda, but is improved.
The transport Buford, which is ached
breakfast
Ft./It
EARLY
wood,
old
road, who was injured
Charlie Anderson, of 821 Washington
by falling
Mississippi, and there seems to be no
Mrs. Ed West and son, Raymond,
uled to sail for Manila tomorrow, will phone 2361.
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
from a hay wagon, is able to come to,
street, died yesterday of tuberculoescape from the operation of these 1203 Trimble erect, left today for a
carry the Twenty-fifth infantry, one FOR DRY WOOD, old
town.
sis. The funeral was held this afterphone how we teach hairdressing, manicurtwo weeks' stay at Creal Springs.
laws.
of whose battalions figured in the 2361.
ing facial massage, etc., in few weeks
'Mr.
Tom \Visite, of Bardwell, for-1
noon, burial in Oak Grove cemetery.
.
Miss Mary Clark returned to her
mailed free.
Moler College, St
rnerly of this city, was in Paducah,Brownsville incident. Their going will
-City subscribers to the
WANTED-B
oarders.
Daily
Apply
1032
home in Hopkins*ille today, after a
remove practically all negro troops
Jap War Vessels !Soave.
Louis Mo. '
yesterday on business.
Sun who wish the deliver)' of their
Broadway.
Seoul, July 25.- A message from visit to Misses Ethel Sights, Henry
Marshal William McCollum. • oflI from the United States, only a few
papers stopped must notify our colFOR SALE-Aftrst class grociir
WANTEDD-A cook for family of
Chemulpo states that the Japanese Allcott, and Nene Hatfield.
being left at West
Kuttawa,
store,
returned home this morn- cavalrymen
lectors or make *he requests direct
well
located
and
nicely
three,
Old phone 1484, ring 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Martin, 626 ing after a business trip to Cairo
war vessels Kasigi. Nitaka and Tsustocked. Reason for selling wishing
to The Sun offic-. No attention will
and Point.
South Tenth 'street, left today for
shima
a
RENT-Apartme
at
there
frod-Gensan
arrived
FOR
nt
in
603
to go in other business.
Paducah.
be paid to such orders when given
Address
Mrs. Martin's
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh R. care Sub.
9 o'clock this morning with many Vienna, Ill., to visit
Terrible Deed of a Woman.
Mrs. H. A. Fruitema has gone to
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
nephew,
Mr.
C. W. Mills, who is cir- Dawson
provincial troops on
Copenhagen .Thly 24.-Grief-strick
WITNTED-Six girls, at Once. Ex-, THE
-For the btst and cheapest livery blue jackets and
springs*,
ALMIGHTY DOLLAR
wiU
cuit clerk at Vienna.
board, and will proceed to Seoul.
Prof. William Deal and his orches-1 en by a notification that her serv- perienced preferred, Star Laundry.
deg, ring 100, either phone. Copebuy four horses, two two-horse wagMr. J. F. Seat, sheriff of Fulton
tra went to Paris, Tenn., this morn- ices would not be required after the
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
WANTED-Middle aged white wo- ons and double harness,
county, was in the city today on busbuggy
ing to play for a social function to end of this month, Mrs. Neilson, a man to keep house for small family harness, both single and double. alio
-The Modern Woodmen will give .The oldest coin in the world is in iness.
Call
housekeeper
museum,
British'
the
for
a
is
gold
land
It
of
owner
named
afternoon
this
given
at
be
Caldthe
an ice cream supper Thursday evenOld phone 1440.
Hat 1739 Harrison street. Old phone
Miss
Nettle
Stringer,
816
South
Ulikjaer,
mixed
Jutland.
-with
silver,
of
and probably beyesterday hangwell hotel..
ing at Tenth and Ohio. Evarybody inFOR RENT-Four room
house 1153.
Sixth street, left today for Dawson
longs to the Seventh century, B. C.
Misses Annie and Effie Theobold.1 ed three of her employers' children, Sixteenth
vited.
and Clay streets, . Hank
FOR SALE-A boarding house,
Springs.
and Ida Courier, of the Mayfield'as well as thref 'of her own., and
-Just received by express this
with fifteen rooms, water, bath and
Bros.
,Miss Tina' Bard, of Memphis, is in
then
killed
herself
today
for
visit
St.
by
road,
Louis to
hanging,
left
morning a Shipment ef those juicy,
the city attending the bedside of her
FOR RENT- Third
floor over gas: household goods, bedding and
friends for several weeks.
delicious Malaga G-rapes-the first
stater, Miss Princess Byrd, who is
Frank
Just's
barber
shop,
117 N. 4th'everything complete. Good loeatien.
Wholesale Arrests Made,
Jackson
Miss Ethel Cross,' 1018
shown tn Paducah this season- ImSt. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office. IFifteen boarders to start with. An.
malaria,
street,
of
Is
who
reSeoul,
ill
'Is
July
25.-Wholesale
arperial Confectionery, 331 Broadway,
dress F. M., 2227 Division street, EvMr. Harry M. Finley, proprietor of ported better
And their friends will take
reetw of subordinates leaving the
today,r
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile ansville.
near Fourth street.
Ind.
the glass plant, has returned from
notice that UNFAIR MUSIC
Mr. F. W. Katterjohn, who yes- palace began at 4 o'clock yesterday and hot tamales, call at 111%
-Jim Bunch, of Hickman, will
a trip to California.
WANTED-For IT, 13, army: Ableengaged
is
Woodman
the
for
from
returned
south,
the
terday
went
afternoon,
South
object
the
Third
being
street.
interto
this afternoon be given a preliminMrs. H. D. McChesney and daugh- to Cedar Bluff this morning on busiCircle dance at Wallace Park
cept, If possible, communications 'FOR SALE-Three well furnishea bodied unmarried men between ages
ary hearing before Commissioner W.
ter, Ruth. left today for Marion to
Thursday
ness.
night.
from the former emperor which rooms of furniture. Apple 621 South of 21 and 35; citiarsna Of the United
A. Gardner for alleged bootlegging in
visit relatives.
States, of good character dhd ternMrs. Oscar Nolen went to Benton might throw light on alleged plots. Twelfth. New phone
LOCAL 348 A. F. M.
Hickman.
998.
Mrs. A. L. Joynes and 'Misses Clara this morning to audit the books of
perste habits, who can speak, rend
-Matt Hall. a member of No 2
FORSALE-iron tisti-Cie- good 'con- and write English. Men wanted now
Belle Sutley, Corneala Johnson and the Home Telephone company..
Ice (Wain Festival,
fire company, Fourth and Elizabeth
dition. APply 1207 Jeffefson street. for service in Cuba. For Information
Attorney D. H. Hughes returned
An ice cream festival will be given
streets, yesterday tendered his resapply. to Recruting Officer. New Richmorning
to Murray this
to appear in Thursday night, this week, on the Phone 1762.
ignation effective at once.
FOR RENT-Two or three rooms, mond House, Paducah, Ky.
the cue of James Coleman, adminis- parsonage lawn, 423 South Ftfth
TO
BE
SURE.
-The four-year old son of Mr
trator of W. P. Gatlin, against the street, by the Mite Society of the Ev- furnished or unfurnished. Apply 417
FOR SALE-The handsome 12.
Henry Harris, of Madison street, bad
North Fourth.
room residence at 317 Seventh street.
Gatlin heirs, a suit to settle the es- angelical church.
_ s
tate.
LOST--At park gold cuff-button It contains twelve large rooms and
The infant son of Mr. Joe Harper,
with C. K. engraved. Return to this all modern conveniences, including a
of the Illinois Central pipe fitting
furnace, and one of• the prettiest
office and receive reward.
shops, is ill.
yards in West Kentucky. The house
HAVE YOUR developing
'
and fin'Mr. S. L. Thempson. of Elkton. Is
ishing done by an expert at 111 1-2 is splendidly constructed throughout
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Leon R.
and today, is in first-class condition
South Third street.
Gleaves, of 61:1 Clay street.
For price and terms apply to Dr. J.
FOR RENT-One nicely furnished
Miss Leona Tally, of Barlow, spent
C. Brooks.
room, modern conveniences. 722
yesterday in Paducah shopping.
FOR RENT-The inn, 317 North
Kentucky avenue.
Mr. H. T. Wilkins. of Foleomdale.
Seventh street. The house contains
FOR SALE--Red
pegged through the city today eh
cedar fence lweive
large rooms, and has all the
route to Cairo to visit.
Poste. Blacksmith, corner Myers and
We can say, without fear
Tnotiern conveniences. It is splen'Clements Streets.
Miss Ethyl Hail, of Peihroke, ardidly adapted for use as a hoarding
rived today to visit
Mrs. Prank
FOR - SALE-Stale-it wigicti and house. fir the owner will
of contradiction, that we
add enough
Brown, of Broadway.
spring wagon Arai" cheap. Old tele- additional rooms
to transform it Into
Mrs. C. W. Emery and Mr. Lorenzo
phone 433.
• sell the largest and best
apartments,
plans
contemplating
Emery, 1103
Monroe street, and
I
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also such a change being no
in readiMiss Maisel McNichols, 1112 Monroe
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215 ness. For further information apply
roll of toilet paper shown
street, left today for New
York.
'South Third street.
to Dr. J. G. Brooks.
Washington, the Jamestown exposiWANTEDTo
buy
feather
bed
in the city for
Gen and other cities In the east.
BURNS TO DEATH
Yes, we've armfuls of and feather pillows. . Address 433 WOMAN FROM
Mrs. J. R. Ptiryear and daughter.
PECULIAR CAUSE.
Clark.
phone
Old
317..
Miss Courtie. left today for Chautaubargains for you in most
WANTED---Belgian tares. Give
qua Lake, N. Y.. for a two monthls
Pasadena, Cal., July
25.-- Mrs.
age and weight, pedigreed or mongrel Claude E. Markey,
stay. Miss COurtie Pury-ear will study
all departments.
of this city, WAS
Address Hutch, 107% Clements.
music there.
burned to death last night In her
Mr. Harold Williamson, son of Mr.
NDEN WANTED to work in saw home. She had taken an ale0bOne
The cold spring took
Joh-n E. Williamson, Jr., 528 North
mill and drive cattle three miles from bath before retiring, and put a hot
a fall out of us, so we've city. Call s', the office, Fooks-Acret
Sixth street, is improving from injutine to her feet. The alcohol fumes
ries received Tuesday.
accumulated under the bedclothes,
Lumber Co., 1009 Monroe street.
A 1,000 sheet roll is the usual
got
to
let some things
Mr. W. V. Eaton and family, 701
FOR durability and style in bar- became Ignited and the woman was
North Seventh street, and Mrs. J. S.
sire sold for a dime, but
'ness, paddles and repair work, call deed before help reached her.
drop before next fall.
Roes will leave tomorrow for a two
at the Paducah Harness and Saddle
1,800 sheets of line tissue
weeks' stay at Dixon Springs.
Bert Gholson's Infant.
Co., 204 Kentucky avenue.
25
per
cent
off
on
all
Mesdames C. B. Austin, F. C. Mor_
The one-week-old infant of
Mr
toilet paper for 10c is our
-"f-FoR SALE--A very desirable resiwire, and M. M.. Watson, left today
Bert aholson, of the Benton road.
men's
and
young
men's
dence,
1237
Trimble
street.
Reason
Where
they eal
for Virginia Beach.
died last night of summer complaint
proposition and we ark you
sale owner going to leave town.
remain for a month,
suits, including blacks for
The funeral will be held this afterPhone
005.
Mrs. W. C. Eubank' Is improving
to try a roll today.
noon at '3 o'clock. The burial will
and blues.
( CLOTHES cleaned and
at her home frnm the recent operaprevia be in Oak Grove cemetery..
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
tion for appendicitis.
,TIllior, 113 South Third street. Phone
Mr. Will R. Scott is 111 at We
Mills Stop I k.
1016-a.
borne, 725 'Madison Wept.
Minneapolis. July.--Four of
-css, you consider your husband a man of rare good taste and superior
Colonel R. J. Barber left today
-TIGAR IIIALSWIIAN wanted In the alx Minneapolis saw mills have
for a several days' stay irt.Cerlitean
,uclarnenie do you?"
ynnr terrkory. Experience vnnereama- suspended stork Indefinitely
319 Broadway
for the
"Certainly. Otherwise he wouldn't have married me."
Springs
I
$14 per week. Peerless Cigar
lack Of logs. Theiriver has been
The Rev. P H. Fields, and Mrs. A.
Toledo
0.
•
falling steadily for three weeks..
'
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APPED IN SEVER NEW AGREEMENT
FX)ItTY LABORERS, RAN, SW
AND FOUGHT WAY orr.

e

Coolness of Foreman Comities Brings Terms Are Not Public, But Korea
All To Safety, or They Would
Compiles With All lietnand8
lime Died.
of the Japanese.

• r

V

TTE Mn,W
CHARLE:3 KLEIN'S GREAT PLAY
Wh;ch H. a Run of Over Two Years
^

_J

11 JAPAN AND KOREA CONCLUDi
ANOTHER CONVENTION,

om Elmo'

^

am
NOVELIZED BY

LETTDMI2 ElOG2R973-1_,OW9
ILLUSTRATED BY HEYER
A Startlingly Realistic Story of American Life of the Present
Time—Throbbing with the Most Important Problems of the
Day—Leading Character the Richest Man in the World --Unscrupulous- Methods of the Money Power Exposed—Daring
Attempt to Blacken the Reputation and Ruin the Life of an
Upright Judge, Threatening the Very Foundation of Our Political Structure.

This Story Will Begin next Monday

New York, July 25. - Forty laborTokio, July 25. —Advicea dated
ers ran, swam and fought for their Seoul sly a new conveution between
lives when the new sewer in West Japan and Korea has been concluded.
Forty-sixth street was flooded
to- The text is not made public, but is
day and but for the coolness of Fore- reported to consist .of seven articles
man Ben Connors all aould have per- The main feature invests the res
ished. The men were working in the dent-general with complete control of
tube, which is eight feet in diameter, the intertil administration of Korea,
a block in length, and 40 feet below and appoints Japanese officials of the
the surface. Suddenly a break occur- Korean government.
red in the old sewer above them and
It is reported that the easy comthe escaping water poured into the pliance of the Korean government
open cud of the tube. The only exit with Japan's demands is due to the
was at the opposite end, where an fact that the terms are much easier
airshaft led to the surface.
than was apprehended. The removal
A moment after a stream first of the deposed emperor to Tokio is
trickled into the tube the flood came not included in the demands.
and when the men turned to run the
water was at their knees and rapidly
Press Censorship.
rising. Then the men, panie-etrlcken,
Seoul, July 25.— Last night Seoul
tan for the shaft and in running fell was apparently cairn, but apprehenover each other. When half woy to sion of further disturbances has not
the shaft the water
was at their subsided. It is asserted that court
waists.
sp:es are'busy in an effort to ascerScreaming and fighting, the men tain the attitude of Japan. The new
wedged themselves into a helpless press regulation prohibiting the pubmass and all were in imminent peril lication of diplomatic and * military
of drowning. Connors, who had led secrets, or anything injurious to the
the way to the shaft, took a baud, public peace is being enforced.
and, swinging an ugly looking club,
premier's audience
The Korean
threatened to brain every man
of Wednesday morning is believed
to
them if they didn't obey him. Then have been in connerecn with the dehe ordered them to form four abreast mands of Japan, presented through
and march. Some marched, but more Marquis Ito.
swam, as by that time the water had
reached the
necks
of the taller,
Troops Dissatisfied.
while those of lesser height had been
Tokio, July 25.— Advices from Seswept from their feet.
oul say that mutiny of Korean troops
One by One the men gained the
is apprehended. It is believed
the
shaft and climbed the ladder to the
new convention between Russia and
street. Connors was the last to leave
Japan will be published Saturday.
the sewer and when he did he rose
from six feet of water.

IN PHILIPPINES
REGISTRATIONS DISPLAY LACK
OF INTEREST OF VOTERS.

Election July 30 Promises to Show
Falling Off From Returns of
900.
•

In countr'es where beer is the natio-al
beverage, these is, practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

ISTHMIAN CANAL
at the bell. The maid entered and I
OPERATIONS SUBJECT OF SPEC- said. "Please, sir, there is a man at l
IAL REPORT.
the door who says he wants to speak I
to the preacher." The clergyman,
thinking he was going to interview I
(onie one who had been touched by,
23,327 Men Are At Work and $OO,.
something he had skid in his sermon
000 Yards of Excavation
got up with alacrity and went into
Made.
the hall. here he saw a tall, powerful-looking man. "Well, my man,
what can I do for you?" "Well, Boni
was thinking while 1 was a-listening
Washington, July 25.—The operations of the isthmian canal commis- to yer preaching as how you' might'
sion fer June were reported today have a pair of trousers as would fit I
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And Philip Augon, the millionaire, of
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for its best rooms.
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one blang of a time fixin' things up aker was not an active candidate for They were deservedly famous, but offering all
the attractions that NaAbingdon
was
out
town,
of
and
Philip an'
immediately to Abingdon. Please send
lie city,
they
were
president,
oppdsing
of
schools;
and
and
gittin'
Taft had no embitior
that king and queen setture can bestow. Magnificent canoe
:nore Information. Suspense unbearable. might need some one he could trust to
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SOregular,
as he shank the other by trips.
tled right. These coupons call for to go to the Senate, it was evident the
EVELYN.
obey his instructions in London.
Altitude 2,000 feet above sea
the hand, said softly:
LIOPTED.
If ever there was need for action it
level. Pure and exhilarating atmosAt ten minutes past 5 Anson and Dr. the next box beyond 'em, and the that a printery of this character
would
only
Dago
result
ushers
ant
"
In
'f
glad
have
to meet you as a phere. Just the place for a young man
confusion worse
gone and stuck
was needed now. AUS011.3 strenuous Scarth arrived lu York.
gentleman, sir, though I can't ad- to put in .hforr-sunimer holidays.
euergy brought forth the full strength
A long discourse in the train gave some people in there, somebody that confounded.
KV ANSI/LLLR.
An
PADUCAH
AND
Since that time the issues in Ohio mit that you are a physician.'
of his indomitniae will. The pallor them a plan. They would not appeal belongs to the king and queen, I
Interesting and profusely illastra' td
CAIRO LEM
have shifted to a remarkable degree,
tied front his cheeks, the dullness from at once to the police. Better clear the reckon, and
"
"'And I,' said the homeepathist, descriptive publication telling yo all
his eyes.
"Then we'll have to give up our and there has been an ellmtnatIori of smiling faintly, 'am
mist that hid events before the aid of
glad to meet about it sent free on applicatior to
anCl. Paducah Packets
fictitious issues which makes it quite mit you are a gentleman.'"
"Dr. Hearth," he cried,,"you must not the law was invoked. There were two box?" some one asked nervously.
W. Robinson, LOG Park Building,
(Incorporated)
keep me here in view of that telegram of them, and the assistance of the be"New! You got the tickets, ain't possible that the meeting in Colum- you as a physician, though I can't ad- Pateburg, Pa.
from the woman I love. Believe me. I tel people could be obtained if neces- you? You git it! Come on."
bus next Tuesday may be something
will be worse, not better, if you force sary.
A lady and three gentlemen were of a triumph both for Foraker and
When the chimneys of the Royal
we to remain inactive, cleil]ted almost
They hurried first to the station mas- seated in the box numbered upon our Taft.
Mint a: Berliu are cleaned. • about
helpless in this village and tulles away ter's office. Anything for Anson? Yes. coupons. "You
1nthe first place, the secretary of
e Limo worth of gold is taken front
git out 0' there,"
nom even'a telegrapio office. Help me Only a Sew words of entreaty from said
Brook port,
our guide informally. "That war found it necessary itt the earlscot,
now, and you will never regret it. I Es•elyn to avoid further risk.
iest stage of the campaign to declare
ain't your box."
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Day.
81
a
Evenihing
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tusk
you"
Then
the
to
hotel.
They
sought the
(Daby Except Sunday.)
There was an exclamation of hor- positively that he had no intention
In 1. I. Laden, Praprietrsse
The doctor cue shrift his excited out- ruatmeer.
Steamers .'oe Fowler and John 8
hor from an upper tier and one of of being a candidate for the senate
burst.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evan.
the English-speaking Italian ushers himself, and would not accept the
-Very well," he said. "Whatever
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
came rushing down an aisle with a place if it were offered to him.
you do try and cease from troubling
Then came a legal opinion which
blanched face; he bent himself douSpecial excursion rate now in et yourself about circumstances
For
KENTUCKY.
the
which e
ble before the occupants of the box, should have occurred to every one
feet from Paducah to Evansville and few hours will put right. I must re
look Binding, Bank Work, Legal
ntering stricken apologies in Italian, at the outset---that there was no proreturn, $4.f.O. Elegant musio on the turn to my dispensary for one hone
and Library Work a specialty.
which were abruptly checked by our vision for any such primary, no Way
Then I will come for you, bring some
host. Tabl• unsurpassed.
to pay its expenses, and that. In the
guide.
clothes and the necessary money, anti
"Here! I ain't got no more time to long run, it would be an absurdity.
we will leave Seerselale for York ni
t3ertatured
STEAMER DIGS FOWLES
waste. These folks got coupons fer The call for the Republican national
2:30 p. m. That is the best I can prom Alcohol
lee. It inflet satiety you."
the whole box. Tell them people to convention will' not even be issued
Leaves Past acah for Cleft° and we, He
Louisville,
care hasty directions as to his
Ky., Round
left out o' there' an' tell 'ern to until the early patt of next Decemlandings at 8 a. m. shortie, daily, ex- patient's food and left
trip $2,.50.
ber, when the national committee
Special train
hurry."
Round trip excursion rates
empt Sunday. Special excursion rates
We take pleasure In announeleaves Paducah 4:30 p. ne,
Another telegram arrived, with it the
"Get them out?" repeated
the meets here in Washington.
from Paducah to Chicinnat
Saturday, July 20; returning
ing that we now have Denatured
now in effect from Fadueah to Cairo policeman, In the dogcart of the Fox
Italian, immeasurably shocked, "Imleaves Louisville 4 p. m., MonSt. Louie and Melliphin, whit to
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
and return, with or wit'aout mean enil,Hounds inn.
poss-s-sible! You do not understand'
day, July 22. Tickets good onare AR follows:
he used for burning purposes
and room. Good music and table us- Abingdon went to Devonnhlre VetterIt is the prince and princess
:itty. Ills wife says he iguspected that
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
ly on special trains in both
only, as nearly every one now
surpassed.
Our guide bent upon him a look
For the complete cute of Coughs, Col's,
something had gone wronik, rnhaePili'
Pailnenh to Cincinnati and
directions. No extension will
of withering pify. "That cuts no ice Asthma, and lirmichit:s snit all Lung ccmknows, but for tote in the arts
' For further information apply OS weotin not know his arlitresn. het he wires
be granted; no baggage will
plain.•tending to Consumption. LI•erwaset,
return
$11.00
'hat he Is not to be expected home today.
Hudson
don't
lin
and
Bay,
he
it?"
mechanics
replied Tar and W1141 Cherry have for ages meinit is the niest
N. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
be checked.
no ask Dr. Scarth to send further news
tained
an
r•tablialsed
renutation
im
a
.tandard
with venomous distinctness, and then Cough Remedy
economical and satisfactory fue
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, al If unable yourself.
St.
Louis
7.50
It contains no opium or harmEVELYN.
"Evansville, Ind., Sunday,
exasperated to the extent of his self- II I: drag can 1.1 even with safety to children.
known.
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. slim
Philip hesitated to he explicit as to
July 21th, special train leaves
81.00. Seild by Alvey tt Loa.
MellipIlls
"You sit 'em out o' there!" PriceWilliams
control:
7.541
180.a oboes. Ho. AIL
M'f g Co., Prop. , Cleveland.0.
the real nature of the outrage Inflicted
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
Paducah 11:15 a, mi. rate
We interferred at this point .and
on him by Jocky Mason and his unalso burns without any of its
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round
trip.
Got-el
reeffected a compromise by squeezing
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
known accomplice. He hastily deterIt takes four years to train a lion
offensive odor, Next time try
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more chairs into the box, to the for
RIVER PACKET COMPANY mined that the best assurence he eanid
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pained
usher
who,linel in four
Office Richmond Houlle:
give to the distracted girl was one of
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et
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five
fold.
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information, and he wrote the followhe'd y'a.
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PTLI.S.
turning."
ing:
Both Phones 736,
Have you neglected your kidney's?
matron,
entering
upon
her
young
Leaving Scarsdale at 2:30 p. m. PassA
Have you overworked your nervous
Jamestown, Va.- ExposiKILL THE COUCH
ing through 1111alton at 4 o'clock and reach
lae pt. and bottle; 5c rebate
nursery, found her youngest in tears. Sytem and caused trouble with your
tion,
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AND
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THE
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bladder?
matter
the
what's
Harwith
NWhy,
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you
bottle.
STE1111111 CLYDE
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1
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from
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If necessary. An for identity,
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Clerk you will recall May 1.5. Hyde perk, near
for bottle.
For information, apply to
1why wouldneyou let him go, Nora? Price 60c.
This company is not responsible allillhODo Rate, 4 o'clock.
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,"Because, Mum, ther're h arin' char- Williems, Mfg. Co., Props., Clevefor invoice charges unless colleced by
Evelyn and he alone knew that at
land, 0.
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ades, so he said, an'
that spot on the tiny and hour mimed
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fifty
1101London Opinion.
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Commissioner Warner Complains
That Stepmother Had Negro Blood

THI'

V. JULY 25.

WAS RIGHT SMITH Congressman Burton May Resign
From Rivers and Harbors Place
WHEN WAGON CAME

'Friday
Will
Be Banner Day

Paris, July 25. -- In spite of the sided. These
depositions are sworn
fact Commissioner of Pensions yes- to by various
A good deal of interest has been justify it. Congre
ssman1Pueh was a
ciezens who clainethey Assailant of Pete Gibson Now
pasta* Warner, one of the promipeut were intima
aroused here by the report that when member of the committee on public
tea acquainted with Stemembers of President Roosevelt's of- phen Robins
buildings and grounds. He had all
the Sixtieth congress convenes.
en, and aiwass underin the Toils
Repficial family end a leading politician stood
the federal buildings he could use,but
he was part negro. Mr. Robinresenta
tive
Theodore Burtou,ef Ohio,
of laluois for 30 years, has gone Into son, and
he did need an appropriation to imalways understood heawas
will resign the chairmanship
court here and sworn that his step- part negro.
of the prove Mud creek in order
Mr. Robinson was a for'to retain
mother, Mrs. Isabella Robinson War- mer and
Vklim Says crap Game Wes Going house committee on rivers and har- his seat in congres
s. So Pull and
is said to have been of
bors. Mr. Burton has been at the
ner, is of negro blood. The climax in swarthy comple
on When Oulored Men Ape
Push got together; Pull got his fedxion.
head of this important commit
the Warner will case, in which the
tee eral building and Push
proached the Group.
got his monthroug
h
several congresses. He has
commissioner of plosions Is vitally
ey for Mud creek.
a
made a good record In the place,
interested as an heir of the late Johu
and
A Swindle.
With the advent of Burson all this
also has made a choice collection
Warner, came today with the filing
of was changed. The improv
•
ing of rivenemie
s.
SMITH WAS ORDERED TO LEAVE.
by the respondents of an amended
ers and harbors was reduced te a
When'
answer, making the startling charge.
Mr. Burton succeeded to systematic, busines
s basis, and anythe chairmanship, the rivers and harThe estate of John Warner, who
one seeking ats appropriation now
bors, pork barrel
was Commissioner Warner's father,
was the fattest has to "show" Burton and his
comJones Smith, cialored, charged thing congress had. The annual
is valued at nearly $2,000,000 and
bill mittee. Naturally this policy has 'not
with
always
malicio
usly shooting Fireman
was constructed by the log- proved to the
the widow is fighting for ter dower
liking of a great mat*
Pete Gibson at Wallace park on July rolling process, and it was loaded
rights. Vespastan Warner, who is exof Mr. Burton's colleagues, and his
4, was arrested yesteraay afternoon up with jobs and deals
ecutor, alleges that an antenuptial
of every de- popularity has suffered.
between 4 and 5 o'clock, at 1040 scription. The thing worked after
agreement made by Isabella RobinAccording to report, however, this
Kentuc
ky
this
avenue
fashion: Congressman Pull was is not the main
son, later Mrs. John Warner, and his
, a reslaence Iota
reason why Mr. Burmerly
occupiee by Ida Eastwood. He a member of the rivers and harbors ton
father stands in the way of the widwishes to "resign the chairmanwas lying in bed upstairs when Pa- committee, He didn't want any
ow's titani,. and that furthermore
river ship. He is greatly .interested in the
trolmen Lige Cross and
his stepmother deceived his father
William and harbor appropriatloas, but it work of the inland waterways cornUncle
Cyrus
Johnso
-Say,
would
n.
went
this
conceal
glass
help
up and arrested him.
ey •
ing from him the fact that
tint a lot If he could se- mission, of which he is a
by
member,
ballet no good. I want my money hack.
"My name is Charlie Smith, and cure a federal building in a certain
she was part negress.
and wishes to devote more time to
Opticia
n-No
geed?
I am the wrong man," he declared, town that bad no federal busnies
In support of this charge the ats tb it
torneys for the comnalssioner of pen- .Uncle Cyrus-Ilain't wuth a tinker's When being taken downstairs. Howvarious deposi- darn. Can't ace a bit better with the ever, when he got into the patrol
sions have secured
Name thing thau I kin without.-Les- wagon, he admitt
tions from all parts of the United
ed he was the right
!of the party and with many pleasant
lie's Weekly.
"Smith," and states
'that he shot but
States, but principally in and around
remembrances of this birthday celnot at Gibson; and that if he struck
Norwalk, where Stephen
Robinson,
ebration of the pastor of the Chris.11.11"FIELD.
The Everting Sun--10c. a week.
anyone, he did not'nnow it.
tian church and his charming young
father of Mrs. Warner, originally rePolicemen yesterday received
daughter.
a
tip that Smith had returned to town.
They located him, and Chief Collins
While rubbing
liniment on her
sent Patrolmen Orr, Carter, Jones husband, who
was suffering with
tnd 11111 to surround the house and cramps, Mrs. Nellie Sellars,
wife ,of
, prevent escape. Patillo Kirk, an
D. W. Sellars, dropped dead at
tier
nois special agent, volunteered to as- home, eight miles north of Mayfiel
d,
est, and stood guard with the patrol- Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock. The
men.
burial took place Wednesday after- IS PROMISED THROUGH AGREEMENT OF BELGIANS.
I Smith stated that, after the shoot- noon at the family burying
ground,
ing he left Paducah and went to near the Sellars tome. Mrs. Sellars
Nortonviae, where the chief of police was about 25 years of age and
a
arrested him, took his pistol, and daughter of Henry Lassiter.
King Letipold To Be Shorn of His
gave him hours to leave town.
He
Arbitrary Powers and Outrages
!claimed he had been several places
L. E. James, alias Jun Johnson,
To Cease in Africa. since, but only yesterday returned to who came here
and was arrested on
Paducah. His trial is set for tomor- Monday,
July 15, at the swapping
row in police court.
ring by Sheriff Brand and Deputy
Brussels, July 25.- The close of
John Covington on the charge
Fin-man Gibeon's Statement.
of
The first authentic statement giv- selling Whisky illegally, has been ,ta- King Leopold's long. struggle to
en out concerning .the shooting was ken back to Henry county, Tenn., to stave off the anneration of the Congo
•
secured from Fireman Pete Gibson answer to two charges of stealing colony to Belgium, and to retain persona: sovereignty over the rich Afrithis morning. He has ,nearly fully cattle,
Sheriff A. T. Edwards and Deputy can state is foreshadowed' in
the
recovered,, and will leave the hospital
DPI"000D-9 tr
R.PETS
in a few days. His statement fol- S. M. Hart, of Paris, arrived in the agreement reached July 12 between
city Wednesday and took charge of Belgium and the Congo'government,
lows:
at 14 elaborating terms upon which 'the
,"There wee two crap games going James and left with. him
°GIL
THE STOJ;;E
‘'
iatter will pass to Belgium. The
OP TILE P.DOPLID
on back of the park. I was not piac- o'clock.
tratisf
er'will mark an important epJames goes by the name of Johni/lg.-but-a -mere-tooret-tin. AU play
"A Cool Place for ure"
son when in Mayfield but In
reality och for the Congo as heretofore the
era were white, and
when
Jonas hie name is
James. He is about 45 civil and military affairs have been
Smith and two smaller negroes walk.
years old. A few days ago the Ten- under the personal direction of King
eel up, Ivy Merriman, another firenessee officers wrote to Chief
Mc- Leopold and a cabinet of Congo offiman, teld them to leave, that negroes
Nutt inquiring, for such a man, giv- cers independent of Belgiurn. The
were not allowed in the park. A
ing a description of the bootlegger. new regime will make the Belgian
few hot words followed. Merriman.
Another Reduction
McNutt was puzzled for a time but government responsible. England and
picked up a stiek and the negro said'
finally unraasied it and found the America have favored this.
'Nou will not hit me.' Merrimae iesrred
man in custody of the county
When Belgium
was created in Europe
broke the stick in half and threw jailer.
, in many parts growing wild.
No tears were shedded when 1830, the Belgian colonies were
I ill Out /A Fire.
not It is a rarer plant
one-half at Smith, who dodged. When James
in this country, and
depaited.
foreseen; no provisions were made in
Otto
Hamilt
on. fireman at 'No. 1
Smith arose he had the gun in his
as it belongs alfnost exclusively in the
Prices Are
the constitution for colonial adminhand. Raising it he fired. and I rehot house it has been developed to a station, acted for the entire company
Miss Ellis Lee Neale, the charming istration. Belgian Royalists (ConserRadically Reduced.
ceived the bullet."
beauty not approached in the most yesterday afternoon, exting
uishing a
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. vatives, Clericals and a fraction of favorite
spot abroad. There is some fire in a
Neale, celebrated her thirteenth birth Moderates- want a law to convert the
pile of cross ties opposite
doubt as to the one who receives the
The Dance,
lay by giving a party Tuesday .even- present Congo administration into an
credit for the sudden growth in pop- H. A. Petter's boat store on First
The lamp of silver and the lamp of .ng to several
friends at her home on autonomous government, not restreet. The ties caught fire from ad
gold
West Broadway. The evening was sponsible to parliament. Liberals and atlarity of the plant. The Vanderbilt engine, and
On our entire stock of men's and young men's
were burning
conserv
briskly.
atories
Make all the. shifting prospect fair most pleasantly spent
ate
now
stocke
d
with
by the young radicals also desire Congo autonomy,
Hamilton drafted J. 0. Keebler, a
It.
Mrs.
three piece suits, including blues and blacks.
W.
K.
and bright.
Vander
bilt has marked
folks, the amusements, being games, but insist that unless the administrathe eahlia as her favorite flower, and perintendent of the city light pl n
We meet, we gaze, each other's hands contests and
music. Refreshments tion is made responsible to the Belinto service, and with the aid./ of
$10.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now._- $ 7.50
we hold,
a
were served to the merry crowd dur- gian parliament It will in no way cos- so with Mrs. Clarence Mackay. Mrs. small
hose from the St. Bern d Coal
Harry
We clasp and move together in the ing the evening which
Payne
Whitne
15.00 Men's and Young Men's Suit + flow.....
y
is
anothe
rect
present abuses. In other word-a,
r lover
were welcom11.25
company office soon had
e blaze
light.
the humanitarian reasons which now of the dahlia, chiefly because of its
ed roost heartily.
20 00 Men's and young Men's' Snits now.....
out,
15.00
When laughter, talk, and- movement
exist for annexation would be defeat- rainbow tints and its rare value for
25 00 Men's and Young Men a Suits now....
Shall be done
decorative purposes.
18.75
A delightful affair was- the birthday ed.
We may not linger past the hour's
30 00 Men's and Young Man's Suits now,,....
Mrs. Ma.kay seems to have the
Indications are the subject will be
22.50
celebration Monday a Rev. S. B.
mark,'
lead In the friendly rivalry just now
thiesh
ed
03
in
t
parlia
ment
35 00 Men's and Young Mtn s Snits now.. .
during
Moore
and his daughter, Wei Ruth
26.75
We must depart, unhe:ped by moon
for she has a dozen plants of truly
Moore, whose birthdays were on the the fall.
or sun,
surpassing beauty. The hearts of the
same date, A number of friends were
Alone and separate through the utflowers are of variegated brown, with
Society's Favorite Floeer.
invited, and 25 in all, celebrated the •
ter dark.
the long, soft, golden petals tapering
RAVE THE SIN
:be
birthda
ss with an outing at' Whatever the shortcomings of the
00X 1301:?0
--Edward Lucas White in Ainslee'r
off to white. The secret f the variety
Brand's addition. A lunch which cone "400' the members of
SENT TO YOU
this over-ade belongs alone to
for August.
Mrs. Mackay and the
slated of everything conceivable that vertised body cannot
be charged with Mackay horticu
'-ON
YOUR VACATION.
lturist, and the MacIs good to eat was carried along; also neglect of flowers
. It Is a hopeful kay countr
It is better to find out your own hammocks, swings
y
place
in
Rogyin
finds
MAILE
an
D FOR 25C
, rugs and
ev- lalgn in a woman to find her fond of
mistakes, and correct them, before erything conduc
adornment evert more alluring that
ive to the pleasurea ;flowers and women of the "440"
Oar' A Vt) BROADWAY
A
MONTH
.
selthe
rest
the
of
dahlia
the
world
discove
effects in the Vanderbilt
rs them. of a picnic, and the day was most de- dom
ESTABLISHED 1868
have been seen in a happier light
C LOT NES
and Whitney homes.-New
lig'htfully spent.
York
CLOT HES
• than at present; when they are en,/
The Russian secret service employs
Press.
The merry party remained until gaged in
rivalry over the cultivation
more than 6,000 women. Several of the cool of
the evening, when they
them draw $10,000 a year.
Fe* men care to be as,-‘ood or as
returned home happy to have been
1
The dahlia Is a common plant in
bad as people think theY are

I
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At the big July

Clearance Sale

CONGO REFORM

I

Not only will every item that
has been on sale the entire
week hold good, hut there
will be specials besides? including Toilet Articles, 'Shirt
Waists,'• Hosiery, Ribbons.
Belts, Purses, etc. Friday is
always the day of days at our
store and -this Fridayfvvill be of
more interest than ever.

ES

1

To Reduce Stock

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT

25 Per Cent Discount on All Children's Suits

1

J

Another TOMORROW IS HARBOUR'S 27th FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
Lot
Both men's and
women's new
Golden Brown
Oxfords

$3.00 and $3.50
a pair.
Extraordinary
savings in the shoe
department both
Friday and Saturday.

It's another one of this store's challenge blows, struck at price
s on good qualities. It shows who we are, wher
e we are and what we doing for our public. Our plea for your patronage is a practical common
sense one. All we ask is a fair field, not favor.
Then let the store with the best values win
your trade. We promise to sell you high standard quali
ties every day in the week for less than others aLk.
Tomorrow, Friday, we will do still better
and outbest ourselves. So come if any of the following
barg
ains
inter
est
you:
-......

MANY sPLEND1D DitlEss 000D
S
AND SILK VALUES.
leeplayed on tables w;th Friday Bargain Prices attached.
LACE ALLOVERS TOMORROW
(FRIDAY.)
40c- Lace All-Overs
9
125c
7;0e Lace All-Overs
29c
50c hare All-Overs
39c
t:5e Lace All-Overs
48c
71e Laos All-Overs
49c
$1.00 Lace All-Overe
05e
$1.50 Lace All-Overs
98c
$2.00 Lace All-Overs
$1.35
BELTS,
50e Belts
• •• .1Rc
, aSe Belts
lac
10c Belts..Sc
PARASOLS AND UMBRELLAS.
Many prices are reduced,
WASH FABRICS.
Se Lawns
2 3-4c
,
10, Li Si TI,
SC
'

•

16c Organdies
s I-3, TLe Women's Drawer
s
594 /NlasF01-RTH 01" F 0 N
211c Organdies
BOYS' 11.00 Women's White Canvas Ox9s
Other splettdia Values at Vie, 89(
2 lb cans Alaska Red Salmon
WASHABLE SUITS.
.,. 25'
fords
MATTINGS AND LACE CURTAINS ind 97e pale
76c 2 cans fine bonele
Inc
Suits
ss Norwegian
ea, $1.25 Women's White Canvas
Special prices tomorrow (Friday.)
Gowns at 19c, 50c. 75c,_ $1.00.
OxSardines.
The Suits
„al, fords
e
25c
Mattings from 11 1-2c ta 23c , 11.1S, $1.25 and 81.50.
98c.
11.00
2
1-2 1b Om jar prepared
Suits
76a
$1.60
Women
's White Canvas Oxyard.
Skirts, 59c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and
Muni12.00 Stilts .. ... .........
tard ..... .. .. .:..........
fords
Lace Curtains from 25e•to $1.95 $1.a0.
$1.50
1 fic
$1.25
13.00 Stilts
$3
.25
$1.00
3
Women
bottles Queen Olives
worth about double.
's
Black
Kid
EXTRAORDINARY
OxTAMES
I N 111 of Our
2''c
Men's Suits 1-4 on and
fords
10c Women's Gauze Vests....7 1-2e THE
76c 3 1-2 M glass jar Spanis
CIAYTHING DEPARTMENT vio.
h Mixed
-Those who Look n r y. $1.25 Women's Black
12 1-2c Women's Gauze Vests...9c 50c
Kin
Pickles
OxMen's Straw Hats
394
lac
Oa
IC
$1
Men's
75
Suitt
fotds
lac Women's Gauze Vests
$1.00 2 packages Shredd
10c The Men's Straw Hats
47c
ed Cocoanut ..15e
GREAT SLIPPER VALUES.
$1.50 Women's Kid and Pat. Ox10c Women's Hose
Sc $1.00 Men's Straw Hats
1 package Quaker Rolled
71c
The kind Of Slippers and Oxford
torch)
12 I -2c Women's Hoae.. ..... 10c $1,50 Men's
Oats.. 10c
s
$1.25
.Straw Hats
98c
that
you
want
-3
packages Force
right
$2.50
now:
Women
16e Women's Hose
's Oxfords
12 1-2e 50e Men's Shirts
25e
39c 65e Children's White Caizas Ox$3.00 Women's Oxfords
50c Women's Hose
$2.60 2 Packages Grape Nut
33c $1.00 Men's Shfrts
25e
69c
fords
10e Chlldren's Ribbed Host
Iii.....50c unormy
DEPARTMENT
FRI. 4 packages StataNaptha
Sc 10c Men's Collars
Sc 80c Children's White
Washin
g
Canvas Ox12 1-2c (71341drecce Ribbed Hose..10e
DAY AND SATURDAY SPECIAL/4
75-c Men's Blue Pin Stripe Pants 69c
Powder
fords
15e
s
15e ehildreies lalbbed Hose. .12
65c 20 lbs Ligat Brown Sugar....$1.00 6
1-2c 50c Men's Blue Ptn Stripe Pants.39e $1.00 Children's
packages Wisdom
Granulated
White
Canvas
25e Women's Corset Coversa...19c 3 palm
100
Ma
Granul
ated
Sugar
....$5
.20
25e Washable Knee Pants
Soap, cleanses everything,....25
Oxfords
c
6c Women's Corset Covers
75e, 24 lh bag (7holee Flour
.24e
59r • Doz. Quart Fruit Jars .
for
50c The Childrren's Black
45c
Kid
50c Women's Corset Covers
Oxford
.59e Per pound 'fresh Country Butter.20c a Doz.
39c 25c heavy Knee Pants
ille 14.5e Children's Black Kid
14 Gal. Fruit Jars
69e
Oxford.65c 80c Gunpowder Tea
25e Women's Drawers
lac 75-e Knee Pants
age 1 Doz. Jelly Glasses
6'9c $lim Children's Hack
19e
Kid Ox-'
33c Women's Drawees
3 'sound cans selected Columbia
2$' r", Knen Pant.
Coca Cola and other soft drinks
39c' fords
,
ite
River Salmon. for
....25c 3c tomorrow Irrlfin
y 1
..

1 Harbour's Department Store 0
)21
bac..+pal

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

*
•

